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A bstract
T h e  s ta r  an d  p ancake g rap h s a re  useful in te rco n n ec tio n  n e tw orks for connecting  
processors in  a  p a ra lle l an d  d is tr ib u te d  co m p u tin g  en v iro n m en t. T h e  s ta r  netw ork  has 
b een  w idely  s tu d ied  an d  is show n to  possess a t tra c t iv e  fea tu res  like su b lo g arith m ic  
d ia m e te r , n o d e  an d  edge sy m m e try  an d  h igh  resilience. T h e  s ta r /p a n c a k e  in te rco n ­
n ec tio n  g rap h s, S n/ P n of d im ension  n  have n! nodes co n n ec ted  by  (n~;jhn! edges. D ue 
to  th e ir  large  n u m b er of nodes an d  in terco n n ectio n s , th e y  are  p ro n e  to  fa ilu re  of one 
o r m o re  n o d es/ed g es.
In  th is  th esis , we p re sen t m e th o d s  to  em b ed  H a m ilto n ia n  p a th s (H -p a th )  an d  
H a m ilto n ia n  cycles (H -cycle) in  a  s ta r  g rap h  S n an d  p an cak e  g rap h  Pn in  a  fau lty  
en v iro n m en t. Such em b ed d in g s a re  im p o rta n t for so lv ing  co m p u ta tio n a l prob lem s, 
fo rm u la te d  for linear a r ra y  a n d  rin g  topo log ies, on s ta r  an d  p an cak e  g raphs. In  th e  
case of a  s ta r  g raph  th e  m odels considered  inc lude  sing le-p rocessor fa ilu re  , double- 
p rocesso r fa ilu re , and  m u ltip le -p ro cesso r fa ilu res. A ll th re e  m odels a re  app lied  to  an  
H -cycle w hich  is form ed by v is itin g  all th e  ( | f )  5 4s in  an  S n in  a p a r tic u la r  order. 
E ach  S4 h as  an  e n try  node w here th e  c y c le /p a th  en te rs  th a t  p a r tic u la r  S4 an d  an  
ex it node w here  th e  p a th  leaves it. A n  o p tim a l em b ed d in g  of H -cycle is o b ta in ed  
in  th e  case o f single p rocessor fa ilu re  m odel w herein  on ly  one no n -fau lty  processor 
o f o p p o site  p a r ity  is w asted . E m b ed d in g  of H -cycle is o b ta in ed  for double-processor 
fa ilu re  m odel dep en d in g  on  th e  d is tan ce  betw een  th e  tw o fa u lty  processors. If th e  two 
fa u lty  processors a re  ad jacen t, th e  len g th  of th e  H -cycle em b ed d ed  is (n! — 2) w hich 
is o p tim a l. In  th e  above tw o m odels (single-processor an d  doub le-p rocesso r fa ilu re), 
it  is a ssu m ed  th a t  th e  fau lty  processors a re  p resen t in  one of th e  in te rm e d ia te  £ 4 s in 
th e  H -cycle so th a t  th e  reconfigu ra tion  is done locally  in  th a t  S4. T h is  will in no way 
affect th e  gen e ra lity  of th e  em b ed d in g  since w hen th e  tw o fau lts  a re  a t  a  d is tan ce  
g re a te r  th a n  4, th ey  fall in to  tw o differen t S^s, hence th e  p ro b lem  w ould be  reduced  
to  th a t  of tre a tin g  tw o fau lts  as tw o in d ep en d e n t single fau lts . S ince th e  general case
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is difficult to  fo rm u la te , a  specia l case of m u ltip le -p ro cesso r fa u lt em b ed d in g  m odel, 
based  on th e  doub le-p rocesso r fa ilu re  m o d el is developed . In  th is  case it  is assum ed  
th a t  th e  e n try  an d  ex it nodes of all th e  £ 4 s in  th e  H -cycle a re  fau lt free. T h e  len g th  of 
th e  H a m ilto n ian  cycle th a t  can  b e  em b ed d e d  is show n to  b e  (n! — 2 / ) ,  w here  /  <  n  — 2  
is th e  n u m b er of fa u lty  processors.
A n o th e r case of m u ltip le -fa ilu re  scenario  is in v es tig a ted  by  assu m in g  th a t  all fau lts  
a re  co n ta in ed  in  a  sing le £ m, m  < n .  T h e  n e tw o rk , in  th is  case, is show n to  reduce 
to  a  c lu s te r-s ta r  g ra p h . I t is p roven  th a t  i t  is alw ays possib le to  fo rm u la te  an  H- 
cycle of len g th  (n! — m !) in  such a  n e tw o rk . A d is tr ib u te d  a lg o rith m  for em b ed d in g  
h am ilto n ia n  cycle in  th e  p resence o f m u ltip le  fa u lts , is also p re sen ted .
B ased  on th e  re su lts  of th e  fa u lt- to le ra n t em b ed d in g  of H -p a th s(-cy c les), a  varie ty  
of fa u lt- to le ra n t m esh  em bedd ings a re  g en e ra ted .
In  th e  case o f p an cak e  g rap h  Pn , an  a lg o rith m  for fo rm a tio n  of an  H -cycle is 
p re sen ted . T h e  H -cycle v is its  nodes o f all th e  P4s in  a  p a r tic u la r  o rd er. In  th is  H- 
cycle, th e  p a th  is locally  reconfigured  in  a  P4, w h ich  con tains th e  fau lts . I t  is show n 
th a t  th e  len g th  of th e  m ax im u m  rin g  th a t  can  b e  em b ed d ed  in  a  P n in  th e  p resence 
of s ing le-node fa ilu re  is (n! — 1 ), w hich  is o p tim a l. A  d is tr ib u te d  a lg o rith m  s im ila r to  
th a t  of s ta r  g rap h , is p re sen ted  for em b ed d in g  fa u lt  to le ra n t rings in  th e  p resence of 
m u ltip le -n o d e  fa ilures.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
To keep up w ith com putationally extensive tasks in such applications as im age processing, 
weather forecasting, robotics, complex space ventures, etc., the use of massively parallel 
systems is essential. These applications need highly structured  com putations a t the ra te  
of 106 -1010M FLOPS for high perform ance and accuracy. Such tasks could occupy a  con­
ventional high perform ance uniprocessor-machine for years. In response to  these increasing 
demands for im proved system perform ance, interconnection networks came in to  existence 
as a n a tu ra l result. Advent of VLSI technology in the early 1980’s had a  g reat im pact on 
the com puter technology. Rapid advancem ent in the  IC fabrication and packaging technol­
ogy m ade it feasible to  design systems, composed of thousands of processors interconnected 
according to a  certain topology. The speed limits imposed by a uniprocessor com puter can 
be exceeded by breaking a  task into a num ber of sm aller tasks, each operating on one or 
more processors, which are interconnected and operating in parallel. Such interconnected 
processors are known as parallel com puters.
W ithin each interconnection network, the individual processing units called the nodes 
are independent. They communicate w ith each other while executing their tasks. Each 
node m ay have its  own memory, floating point processors, I/O  processors and a copy of the 
operating system.
Interconnecting N  processors, where N  m ay be more than  one thousand, is no t a  trivial
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Figure 1.1: Fully connected network with N = 5.
task . The interconnection scheme m ust provide fast and  flexible communications between 
the  processors, and sometimes m em ory access for the processors a t a reasonable cost. A 
naive approach in interconnecting the processors is to  connect each and every processor to  
all the o ther processors which leads to  a  fully connected network. An example of a fully 
connected network for N  =  5 is shown in the Figure 1.1. In this example it is assumed th a t 
each node is a  processor w ith its own memory. B ut this is not feasible when the num ber 
of processors N ,  is very large. For example if N  = 210, each processor is connected to  
N  — 1 processors and requires as m any bidirectional links, or twice as m any unidirectional 
links, which is m ore th a n  one million. Thus, this is highly im practical topology or network 
for interconnecting processors for large N .  There are o ther conventional interconnection 
schemes,'such as tim eshared bus shown in Figure 1.2, which proves to  be unsatisfactory as 
far as the perform ance level is concerned as N  increases. The above networks are not easy 
to  implement when there  are large num ber of com m unicating processors. It was im perative 
to  design networks which are easy to  implement and to  extend, and which are highly parallel 
in nature . Hypercube configured networks are proved to  be versatile parallel networks for 
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Figure 1.2: A tim e shared bus w ith N  processors.
configured com puters, already in use for applications which require very high performance 
to  im plem ent. F igure 1.3 shows the  stru c tu re  of the  binary hypercube. A form al group 
theoretic m odel called the Cayley graph has been introduced [1 ] to  design and analyze the 
sym m etric interconnection networks. Hypercubes, have been used as a s tandard  to  evaluate 
the perform ance of the newly constructed  networks using this group theoretic model.
Akers, Harel, and K rishnam urthy,[l, 2] have proposed the s ta r  and pancake intercon­
nection graphs as a  useful candidates for interconnecting a  large num ber of processors in a 
d istribu ted  environm ent. They have been th e  topic of much recent research. S ta r graph is 
a Cayley graph , whose nodes are all the n! perm utations on the set of n  distinct symbols 
(usually {1,2,3,...,n}) and whose generators are of the form ( l i ) ,  2 <  i < n. I t has been 
dem onstrated  th a t the s ta r network is a versatile parallel com puter architecture capable 
of sim ulating other interconnection networks such as linear arrays, rings, meshes, and hy­
percubes [3, 4, 5], i.e., these o ther networks can be cleverly m apped or em bedded in the 
s ta r graph. T he problem  of embedding on s ta r graph has received m uch a tten tio n  recently. 
Em bedding one interconnection network into another is im portan t. This perm its the use of 
an algorithm , designed for one interconnection network, on a  parallel com puter th a t uses 
another interconnection graph.
Pancake graph is also a Cayley graph, whose nodes are all the n\ perm utations on the 
set of n  d istinct symbols (usually {1,2,3,...,n}). T he generators of the pancake are of the 
form  ( j ), 2 <  j  < n.  Application of the  generator j  to  any perm utation , flips first j  symbols 
in it.
As the  num ber of network com ponents (processors and links) increases, the susceptibility 
of the network to  failures will become more evident. Therefore, it is essential to  study the 
perform ance of massively parallel systems in a faulty environm ent. T he main aim of this
4
thesis, is to  utilize the ability of the s ta r and pancake interconnection networks to  simulate 
o ther networks and their m aximally fault to lerant feature, to  embed m axim um  size linear 
arrays and rings into them  under fault free and faulty conditions. The problem  is modeled 
as finding a  H am iltonian path (H -path ) or a  H am iltonian cycle(H-cycle) in the  s ta r and 
pancake graphs. In [6 ], a  constructive proof is given to  find an H-cycle in the s ta r graph 
using induction. A recursive form ulation for th e  H -paths and H-cycles in th e  s ta r and graph 
is presented in [5]. A nother recursive form ulation for the  H-cycles is given in [3]. W hile these 
formulations give only special cases of H -paths and H-cycles, this thesis presents a more 
general solution from  which the previously obtained form ulations can be derived easily.
O v e rv ie w  o f  t h e  T h e s i s  
C hapter 2 gives a comprehensive review of the  lite ra tu re  relevant to  the  interconnection 
networks, and the previous work. C hapter 3 provides the necessary foundation for the 
m aterial in the subsequent chapters. I t addresses the graph theoretical m odel of the star 
graph, no tation , terminology, im portan t topological features, and basic one to  one routing 
algorithm . C hap ter 4 presents an algorithm  for embedding H- path /cycle  in the  s ta r graph. 
It also provides proof for ham iltonicity of a clustered s ta r graph. C hapter 5 utilizes the 
results of C hapter 4, in  embedding fault to leran t linear arrays, rings, and meshes. C hapter 
6  presents a constructive proof for ham iltonicity of pancake graph, using which fault-tolerant 






Figure 1.3: Topology of a binary n-cube (n  <  3).
C hapter 2
Literature O verview
To provide a  fast, efficient m eans of com m unication between processors a t a  reasonable cost 
in m ultiprocessor com puting environm ent, m any different network topologies have been 
thoroughly studied and im plem ented. The network topologies considered, range from a 
single shared bus to  a fully connected network in the lite ra tu re  [7]- [8 ]. There is no single 
network which is considered best for all purposes. Different networks give different per­
formances, depending on the  com putational task  they have to  carry out and the desired 
interprocess com m unication speeds. For applications normally handled by supercom puters, 
hypercube has become a  very popular architecture for large scale multiprocessing com­
puters. T here are m ore th an  100 hypercubes already in use in academic institutions and 
government laboratories. Research is still going on to  determ ine the  m ost probable areas, 
where hypercube can be utilized efficiently. M any software tools are developed to  support 
com putation on the hypercube configured m ulticom puters.
The nodes in hypercube are individual processing units which can com m unicate while 
executing m ultiple program s in parallel on multiple sets of data . T he links connecting 
the nodes, are the com m unicating paths between the individual processing units which are 
independent. The size of the hypercube ( in term s of num ber of nodes), is always power 
of 2, w ith th e  exponent representing its dimension. For example, n-dimensional hypercube 
has 2n nodes w ith n  links incident on each node. An n-dimensional hypercube(n-cube) can
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be partitioned  into subcubes of lower dimensions.
Due to  success of commercially available hypercube configured m ultiprocessors [9, 10, 
1 1 ], a  g reat deal of research has been directed towards studying the  topological proper­
ties of hypercubes and their im pact on the  com putation and com m unication capabilities of 
hypercube configured parallel processors. T he hypercube topology offers rich interconnec­
tions between processors. It has a  large bandw idth , logarithm ic diam eter, and very high 
resilience. Resilience, is the  probabilistic m easure of fault tolerance. Unlike o ther networks, 
such as binary trees and shuffle exchange, it is highly sym m etrical in natu re , i.e., no node 
or link plays a special role. For every node and link, the  rem aining network looks the same. 
These properties allow for program m ing ease, design of algorithm s, easy im plem entation, 
and grow th of the network when there are additional nodes to  be connected.
M otivated by the m erits of the hypercube, m any proposals were m ade to  build large 
hypercubes earlier [12, 13, 14]. B u t, these designs were im practical due to  the  technological 
lim itations. The situation began to  change rapidly with the  advent of VLSI technology 
in early 1980’s. This allowed powerful 16/32-bit m icroprocessors to  be implemented on 
a single chip with higher RAM densities. T he first working hypercube was the Cosmic 
cube, which was dem onstrated a t  C altech [15] in 1983. This is a 64-node hypercube, which 
used a  single-board m icrocom puter w ith Intel 8086 16-bit processor. Influenced by this 
work, Intel m ade its first hypercube, the  128-node iPSC, which had a  16-bit 80286/287 
CPU as its node processor. Assuming a  perform ance of 0.07 M FLOPS per node, this had a 
potential th roughput of about 8  M FLOPS, which is far below the  perform ance of traditional 
supercom puters such as the Cray-I(160 M FLO PS) [9]. Hypercubes w ith supercom puting 
poten tial were m ade in 1986, including th e  iPSC-VX by Intel, T-series by Floating Point 
Systems, and Connection M achine by Thinking Machine C orporation [1 1 ].
M any researchers have studied hypercubes thoroughly from  a graph theoretic point of 
view. Machines based on hypercube topology, have been advocated as ideal parallel architec­
tures for their powerful interconnection features. The topological properties of hypercubes 
have been studied in [16]. M any interesting features like ease of routing, high fault toler­
ance, high connectivity, and node and edge sym m etry have been revealed. It is also shown 
[16] th a t  m any other geom etrical topologies can be embedded in hypercube with less or no
overhead. This allows the  parallel algorithms which run  on the  embedded topologies, to  
run easily on hypercubes.
B roadcasting and personalized communication are the  two popular m ethods for intbr- 
processor communication. B roadcasting is a m ethod wherein a  node sends a copy of a 
message to  all the  nodes through  all the com m unication paths. T he node to  which the 
message is addressed accepts the  message and all the o ther nodes ignore it. Personalized 
com m unication is a m ethod, wherein a  node sends a message to  a  particu lar node through 
one of the  communication paths between them . These m ethods were addressed for hyper­
cubes in [17]. It is shown th a t using spanning trees in hypercubes, th e  links can be utilized 
to  speed up the com m unication process.
Em bedding various geom etries in the hypercube has received much atten tion . Tree 
em bedding has been addressed by m any researchers [16,18, 19]. Saad and Shultz[16] showed 
th a t  it is impossible to  embed an  n-level complete binary tree  (n  > 3), consisting of 2" -  1 
nodes, into a  subgraph obtained by removing one of the nodes of the n-cube. Em bedding of 
m any other geometries such as linear arrays, loops, 2-D and  m ultidim ensional meshes have 
also been carefully studied by m any researchers. These em beddings are based on Binary  
Reflected Gray Codes or BRGC[16, 20]. These are successive binary num bers, which differ 
in exactly one bit.
In addition to  em bedding some popular topologies in hypercube, it was shown th a t 
this topology can be employed to  perform  the functions of networks such as PM 2I, Illiac, 
and Shuffle-Exchange w ith little  or no hardw are overhead [21]. It was found th a t  an n- 
cube can sim ulate any of the  above networks in a t m ost n  steps. Many algorithm s were 
developed to  run directly on hypercubes. Johnsson[20] developed a  few algorithm s for 
m atrix  transposition, m atrix  m ultiplication, m atrix  factorization, and solving triangular 
linear systems using G auss-Jordan elimination. Several o ther algorithm s developed for 
hypercubes can be found in the  lite ratu re [20, 22, 23, 24].
One of the m ost im portan t issues related to  parallel machines, such as hypercubes, is 
their perform ance in the  presence of faults. Some researchers have investigated th e  fault 
tolerance of hypercubes[25, 26]. They have shown th a t this topology is extrem ely fault 
tolerant and its perform ance under maximally faulty conditions will not degrade drastically,
so long as the network d iam eter is selected as the criterion. Latifi[26] showed th a t  the 
diam eter of an n-cube increases by only one when (n  — 1 ) faulty processors are present. 
Based on the forbidden faulty  sets [26, 27], which guarantee the connectivity of the  n-cube 
in presence of up to  (2n  — 3) faulty  processors, it is shown th a t  the  diam eter increases to  
(n  -f 2). This proves the high resilience of the hypercube. Bruck et a/[28] considered the 
issue of running algorithm s on hypercube, with bo th  edge and  node faults. They showed 
th a t,  a large class of algorithm s can ru n  on it with more th an  0 (n) arb itrarily  placed faults 
w ith a  constan t factor slowdowns, w ith a t most 2 ex tra  tim e steps for com putation, and 4 
for com m unication. T heir analysis is based on the concept of subcube partitioning.
Em bedding other topologies, such as complete binary trees, rings in the presence of 
faults was considered by some researchers. Chan and Lee showed that[29] if no m ore th an  
(n  — 1  — \l0g2n]) nodes/links are removed from an n-cube, an (n  — l)-tre e  is guaranteed 
to  exist. T hey  also designed[30] simple distributed algorithm s for successfully em bedding a 
ring of size a t least 2n — 2 /  in an n-cube with f  < [n +  1/2J faulty nodes. The assum ption 
was th a t only local knowledge of faults, i.e., each processor is aware of the sta tu s of only 
its  im m ediate neighbors. T hey s ta rted  with a single-fault algorithm , which was the  basis 
for th e  double-fault case, and  extended it to  multiple-fault scenario.
M any other variations of the hypercubes have been proposed in the literature[31, 32, 
33]. Nearest neighbor m esh, cube connected cycles, a rb itra ry  hypercubes are some of the 
topologies considered. Bhuyan and Agrawal[32] presented a  new interconnection scheme 
based on a  mixed radix num ber system . This technique, results in a variety of hypercube 
based structures for a  given num ber of processors N ,  depending on the desired diam eter 
o f the network. T he resu ltan t structu res are known as, generalized hypercube(G H C) and 
generalized hyperbus(G H B ) networks. The GHC structu re  has high connectivity, low cost, 
high fault tolerance, low average message distance, and low traffic density in the links when 
com pared to  o ther hypercube structures.
A new and interesting variation of hypercube called folded hypercube{FH C), has been 
proposed and analyzed by El-Amawy and Latifi[34]. FH C, basically is a  standard  hyper­
cube with some ex tra  links established between its nodes. A folded hypercube of dimension 
n[FH C (n)] can be constructed  from an n-cube by connecting each of its nodes to the unique
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node, which is farthest from it. For this new design, optim al routing  algorithm s are de­
veloped and proven to  be rem arkably more efficient th an  those of s tandard  n-cube. It is 
shown th a t , due to  homogeneity and symmetry, the FH C has m any appealing features of 
the n-cube such as node and edge symmetry. In addition, it has been shown to be supe­
rior over the n-cube in m any communication aspects. I t has halved diam eter, low average 
distance, shorter com m unication delay, lower cost, less traffic density in the links compared 
to  the conventional cube. In [35], FHC and n-cube are closely com pared from the subcube 
allocation point of view. It is shown th a t the FH C (n) outperform s the n-cube in offering 
subcubes of size k to  incoming tasks, by a  factor of
2.1 Star Graphs
Sym m etric graphs, such as the ring, the n-cube and the cube-connected cycles, have been 
widely used as processor/com m unication interconnection networks. The perform ance of 
such networks is often m easured through an analysis of their degree, diam eter, connectiv­
ity, fault tolerance, routing algorithm s, etc. Akers and B .K rishnam urthy [1 ] developed a 
formal group theoretic model, called the  Cayley graph model, for designing, analyzing and 
im proving the  interconnection networks. The m ain objective has been to  construct large 
vertex(node) sym m etric graphs w ith small degree and diam eter, high connectivity and offer­
ing simple routing algorithm s. I t has been shown by m any researchers th a t n-cube is such a 
graph. Thus in [1], n-cube has been used as a standard  to  com pare the  networks th a t have 
been constructed. The group theoretic view of sym m etric networks no t only makes n-cube 
attrac tive , bu t also offers a fertile source of other promising networks, such as star graphs 
and pancake graphs. These networks are shown to  have b e tte r  perform ance, with reference 
to  the above mentioned param eters, th an  the popular n-cube. Thus, the s ta r graph was 
proposed [1, 2, 36] as an a ttrac tive  alternative to the n-cube for interconnecting processors 
on a  parallel com puter.
Given a set of generators g =  { g i ,g2, for a  finite group G,  we can draw a graph
called the  Cayley graph. A Cayley graph is a graph in which the nodes correspond to  the 
elements of the group G  and the edges correspond to  the action of generators on the nodes.
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In particular, there is an edge from a node a to  node b if there  exists a  generator <7,- in g, 
1  <  i < n such th a t agi =  b.
The drawn graph  can be viewed as an undirected graph  if th e  set of generators be closed 
under inverses, i.e., if ap,- =  b and 6 p,- =  a are bo th  true . T he generators are considered 
to  be perm utations of symbols { 1 ,2 ,3 ,...,  n}.  Each perm utation  can be w ritten  as a  cyclic- 
perm utation. T he action of a cyclic perm utation  ( 0 1 0 2 0 3 ...or-), inside a  pair of brackets 
sends a\ to  0 2 , « 2  to  0,3,•••> ak- 1 to  a* and a* to  a j ,  leaving all o ther integers fixed. The 
num ber k  is its length and a  cyclic perm utation  of length k  is called k-cycle. Each cyclic 
perm utation  can be w ritten  as a  p roduct of transpositions, which are cyclic-perm utations 
of length two. A transposition  (ab), when applied to  any perm utation  swaps the  symbols 
in the  positions a and b.
F o rm a tio n  o f  a  c y c l ic -p e rm u ta t io n  w i th  a  g iv e n  p e r m u ta t io n :  Let 123...n be 
the identity  perm utation  I ,  formed by the symbols { 1 ,2 ,3 ,. . . ,  n}. In I  every symbol i, 
(1 <  i < n)  is in th e  position i. Open a pair of brackets, then  write down the  smallest 
sym bol/integer, which is m isplaced from  its position in the  given perm utation . Now, list 
the image of this symbol in /  ( if a  symbol a, is in position x in a perm utation  u, and 
symbol b is in the sam e position x  in perm utation  v, then  a is image of b in u  and vice 
versa), followed by its  im age in I  and so on, eventually closing the brackets a t the stage 
where we would come full circle to  our starting  point. Open a  new pair of brackets, list the 
smallest symbol which has so far no t been m entioned and which is misplaced in the given 
perm utation, etc.
E x a m p le :  Let 189362754 be the given perm utation . 123456789 is the identity  perm utation. 
[± if§§fg] =  (2856)(394)
In the example the cyclic-perm utation is the product of two cyclic-perm utations of 
length 4 and 3 in th a t  order. T he above cyclic-perm utation can be w ritten  as product of 
transpositions as follows.
(2856) =  (28)(85)(56)
(394) =  (39)(94)
Hence equal to  (28)(85)(56)(39)(94) strictly  in th a t  order.
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W hen the generator 189362754 is applied to  any perm utation  of the symbols {1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 , 9} the transpositions (28)(85)(56)(39)(94) work on the perm utation  in th a t 
order.
A  simple Cayley graph draw n with the generators 1324, 2143, and 4321 is shown in the 
Figure 2.1. T he cyclic equivalents of the generators 1324, 2143, and 4321 are (23), (12)(34), 









Figure 2.1: A simple Cayley graph.
T he topological properties of s ta r graph have been com pared with those of n-cube in [37]. 
An n-cube, is an  undirected graph with each node labeled w ith the binary representation
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G raph param eter n-cube n-star
Size 2 n n!
Node degree n n — 1
D iam eter n L 3 ( n - l ) /2 j
Average distance 12 n n +  S +  E E *  A
Table 2.1: Comparison of Basic P aram eters for n-cube and n-star.
of the num bers 0 through 2" — 1. There is an edge between any two vertices(nodes), if and 
only if, their labels differ only by one bit.
An n-dim ensional s ta r(n -s ta r), is an undirected graph w ith an edge between any two 
nodes, if and only if, their labels differ only in the  first and in one o ther position. Both 
the  n -s ta r and n-cube, are shown to  be regular, strongly hierarchical, and node and edge 
sym m etric[l, 16]. From Table 1, we can see th a t, based purely on the degree and diam eter 
requirem ents, s ta r graph is asym ptotically superior to  n-cube. As a  consequence, much 
larger networks can be obtained w ith a small node degree in th e  case of n -star.
T he n  cube can be partitioned  in n(all the dimensions) different ways into two (n  — 1 )- 
cubes. The n -s ta r on the o ther hand can be partitioned in (n  -  1) different ways into n  
copies of (n  — l)-s ta rs[l]. To reach a node A  from a  node B  in the n-cube it suffices to  
cross successively the node whose labels are those obtained by modifying th e  b its of the  
label of A  one by one in order to  transform  the  label A  in to  label B[16]. As for th e  n-star, 
the  routing between two arb itra ry  nodes reduces to  the routing from an arb itra ry  node to  
th e  special node labeled with the identity perm utation  I  =  123...n. This reduction is made 
possible by the  node sym m etry of the s ta r graph[l].
Based on the  spanning trees of n-cube and n -star, they are com pared for their support of 
different modes of com m unication. For instance, using the  Spanning Binomial Tree (SBnT) 
of the n-cube, it is possible to  broadcast a  message to  2n nodes in n  routing steps. By using 
th e  A sym ptotically Balanced Spanning Tree (A B STn) of n -star, it is possible to  broadcast 
a  message to  n! nodes in 2n — 3 routing steps. The la tte r scheme is clearly more efficient 
for large values of n.
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One of the im portan t properties of any general interconnection networks is th a t  it  should 
be able to  em bed o ther interconnection networks w ith low overhead. Several embeddings in 
hypercube have been developed by m any researchers. M otivated by the  superiority of the 
sta r graph over th e  popular n-cube, researchers focussed their a tten tion  on it. T he problem  
of embedding of o ther popular topologies, such as n-cube, binary trees, m ultidim ensional 
meshes, ham iltonian  rings and  paths has been considered in the literature[5, 3, 4, 38, 6 , 39, 
40]. Nigam et al have shown the existence of ham iltonian cycle in every s ta r  interconnection 
graph[5]. F urther, they  have developed several possible embeddings of hypercubes w ith 
dilations varying from 2 to  4. Jwo et a/.[3] independently developed new class of algorithm s 
for embedding ham iltonian  cycles, set of even cycles, and ranking and unranking problem  
with respect to  ham iltonian  cycle. They also developed algorithm s for em bedding a  variety 
of two- and m ulti-dim ensional grids(m eshes) in a  s ta r graph. A constructive proof for 
ham iltonicity of the  s ta r  graph  is presented in [6 ]. As a byproduct of th is  construction, 
an algorithm  to  generate all n! perm utations on n  symbols was developed. In this, every 
perm utation is obtained  from  the  previous one by exchanging the  symbol in the  first position 
with another one. Sim ulations of hypercubes by s ta r  graphs was investigated in [39].
Most of the  problem s, which utilize parallel processing, use n-dim ensional m atrices as 
one of th e  prim ary d a ta  structu res. This is tru e  especially in th e  areas of num erical analysis, 
image processing, com puter vision, and p a tte rn  recognition. Thus efficient em bedding of 
n-dimensional m esh is im p o rtan t in any interconnection network. Sanjay R anka et al. 
presented a  new algorithm  for m apping an (n  -  l)-dim ensional mesh on s ta r  graph of size 
N  = 2 x 3 x 4 x . . x  n[ 4]. This m apping has a  dilation 3 and expansion 1.
It is shown th a t ,  an  n -s ta r can be partitioned  in to  n copies of (n  — l)-s ta rs  [1]. Qiu et 
al showed th a t ,  an n -s ta r can be decomposed into (n  -  2 )! node disjoint cycles of length 
( n - l) n [5 0 ,  38]. This decomposition can be utilized in designing efficient parallel algorithm s 
on the s ta r graph. Using the foregoing result, they dem onstrated th a t  an  n X (n  -  2)! 
mesh can be em bedded in to  n-star, w ith edge dilation n  — 1 , and expansion (n  — 1)[38]. 
Moreover, they developed a  routing  scheme called G RO U P-C O PY  which allows a certain  
class of algorithm s designed for the hypercube, to  be im plemented directly on s ta r  networks, 
without time loss. This makes the n -star, be tte r choice over the  hypercube, considering its
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smaller degree and diam eter.
There are large classes of problems th a t cannot be solved in a timely fashion using the 
sequential com puters. M any of these problems have the  property  th a t, they can be broken 
down into sm aller tasks or sub-problems th a t can be perform ed in parallel. M any parallel 
algorithms have been developed for such problem s on a  s ta r  graph. These algorithm s, need 
broadcasting as the first step for fast and efficient com putation. An optim al algorithm  for 
one-to-all broadcasting in the  s ta r graph is proposed in [42]. This algorithm , can broadcast 
a message to  N  processors in 0 (log2N ) tim e. I t exploits the  rich structu re of the s ta r 
graph, and works by recursively partitioning the  original s ta r graph into smaller s ta r  graphs. 
They[42] also developed an optim al all-to-all broadcasting algorithm . A parallel algorithm  
for com puting Fourier transform  on a  s ta r graph, is developed in[43]. This utilizes the 
highly hierarchical n a tu re  of the s ta r graph, hence two decomposition schemes which can 
decompose n -s ta r, into n  copies of (n  -  l)-s ta rs  and in to  (n  — 2 )! disjoint cycles of length 
(n  — l)n  each.
Jelena and Zoran investigated com m unication aspects of the s ta r graph in [44] and 
[45]. They developed a  minim al deadlock-free routing in the s ta r graph. They evaluated 
the routing function as the general algebraic expression. This determines any shortest 
pa th  between any two nodes in the network and a  set of routing rules, which m anipulate 
the path  in order to  find alternative shortest pa ths w ith the same source and destination 
nodes. In order to  avoid deadlocks, every physical channel is divided into num ber of virtual 
channels, which are obtained from the general expression of the  shortest pa th  in the sta r 
graph[44]. They also developed high speed and low contention communication algorithm s, 
such as single-node broadcast(SN B ), m ultinode broadcast(M N B ), single-node scatter(SN S), 
and to ta l exchange(TE). They found SNB, MNB, and SNS to  give same perform ance on s ta r 
graphs and hypercubes of same size. B ut, T E  gave b e tte r perform ance on s ta r graph than  
a  hypercube because of its sublogarithm ic diameter[45]. An optim al random ized routing 
algorithm  th a t  runs in 0 ( D )  steps, where D  is the diam eter for the worst case inpu t with 
high probability, is presented in [46].
W ith emergence of m any parallel algorithm s for the  s ta r graph, the efficient use of the 
massively parallel systems based on the s ta r graph is im portan t. Latifi[47], developed an
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efficient task allocation scheme in s ta r graph, using starcodes for recognizing a  complete 
available substars for an incoming task.
Latifi et al [49], developed a  selection m ethod to  reduce the  wide gap between two s ta r 
graphs (n -sta r and (n  — l)-s ta r )  by designing an iV-processor network, (n — 1)! <  N  < n\, 
such th a t  it remains a  subgraph of n -star regardless of N .  This provides solutions for m any 
problems associated w ith routing and broadcasting while some nodes are actually missing 
from the  network, when com pared with complete s ta r  graphs.
2.2 Fault Tolerance C apabilities o f th e  star graph
The fault tolerance is the  ability of an interconnection network to  work in a  faulty environ­
m ent containing some down(failed) links or(and) nodes. Some of the im portan t measures 
which affect the fault tolerance of an interconnection network are connectivity, container, 
fault-diameter, and two-terminal reliability.
2 .2 .1  C o n n e c t iv i t y
The C onnectiv ity  of a  network is the minimum num ber of nodes th a t must be removed to 
disconnect the graph. For a sym m etric network, this is the  same as degree of the node. 
A network is said to be maximally fault tolerant if fault tolerance is one less th an  its 
connectivity. T he connectivity of the sta r graph is n — 1[1]. This implies th a t up to  n  -  2 
nodes can fail w ithout disconnecting the network.
In [36], it is shown th a t the s ta r  graphs are both  fault to lerant and strongly resilient. 
They provide little or no degradation of perform ance in th e  presence of tolerable num ber 
of faults. Because the connectivity of the s ta r graph is equal to  the node degree, its  fault 
tolerance is one less than  the node degree, i.e., it is maximally fault tolerant.
2 .2 .2  C o n t a i n e r
A set of node-disjoint paths between any two arb itra ry  nodes is term ed as a container.  
The width of a  container is the num ber of node disjoint pa ths it includes. The length of a
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container is the longest p a th  in the container. T he best container of a given w idth between 
two nodes is the  one of the shortest length. Containers have m any uses. For instance, by 
sending a message along different paths, the message will arrive at its destination correctly 
if a  m ajority  of the  pa ths have all nodes nonfaulty. M oreover, if a  pair of nodes has much 
com m unication, congestion can be reduced by sending messages along various paths. In a 
netw ork with little  traffic, long messages can be received earlier by sending individual pack­
ets along various paths. W ith  the  existence of wide containers, fault tolerance capabilities 
of a  network can be remarkable.
Day and Tripathi[37] showed th a t,  there are ( n — 1 ) parallel node-disjoint pa ths between 
any two arb itra ry  nodes A  and B  of an n-star. T he length of each of these paths is shown 
to  be either d ( A ,B ) ,  d (A ,B )+ 2 ,  or d(yl, £ )+ 4 ,  where d ( A ,B )  is the m inim um  distance 
between A  and B
2 .2 .3  F a u l t - d i a m e t e r
An im portan t property  closely related  to  the connectivity and fault-tolerance of any sym­
m etric interconnection network is the diameter.  I t is the  length of the shortest p a th  of all 
th e  paths between the fa rthest nodes in a network. T he fa u l t  — diameter  of a network is 
th e  diam eter in the presence of faults. The m axim um  num ber of faults a  s ta r graph  can 
to lera te  is one less th an  the  connectivity ( n  — 2 in th e  case of n -star). The fault-diam eter 
of an n-star, in presence of (n  — 2) faults is shown to  be equal to  D n +  1, for n  =  3 ,5  
and  n > 7. For n =  4 and 6  it is shown to  be equal to  D n -(- 2, where D n is the diam eter of 
n-star[36].
2.3 Pancake graphs
Pancake graphs along with s ta r graphs were first addressed by Akers and K rishnam urthy [1] 
as a ttrac tive  interconnection networks for d istributed processing. These are shown to  have 
b e tte r  performance th an  the popular n-cubes. Similar to  the  star graph, pancake graph 
is a  Cayley graph w ith robust interconnections. An n-pancake graph (Pn) has the same 
node degree, fault-tolerance, and connectivity as those of an n -star (S n). Determ ining the
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diam eter of the ra-pancake is still an open problem.
Due to  sim ilarity in their topological properties such as size, node degree, fault-tolerance, 
and connectivity, pancake and sta r graphs are studied together by m any researchers [38, 50, 
51, 52]. Qiu et al proposed [38, 50] algorithm s such as C O PY  and GROUP C O PY  under 
constant tim e routing algorithm s in pancakes. They also studied algorithm s for sorting, 
merging, broadcasting, and computing prefix sums on them . In [52] algorithm s for load 
balancing, selection, and sorting on s ta r  and pancake graphs were proposed. I t  is shown 
th a t load balancing, the  m ain procedure of the  sorting algorithm  runs in 0 ( n M  +  n3logn) 
tim e, where M  is the m axim um  load am ong all the processors in the network.
C hapter 3
N otation  and Term inology
This chapter provides the required foundation for the subsequent chapters. The notation 
and term inology adopted throughout the  rem ainder of the thesis is introduced. A graph 
theoretical m odel for interconnection networks is reviewed. A basic one to  one routing 
algorithm  in th e  s ta r graph is presented.
3.1 G raph T h eoretica l M od el
Let G ( V , E ) be a  finite graph w ithout loops or parallel edges, w ith the node set V{G) = V  
and th e  edge set E ( G )  = E.  W hen G  is known from the context, the  sets V (G )  and E(G)  
will be referred by V  and E ,  respectively. If an  edge e =  ( u , v )  £ E ,  then  the nodes u and 
v are said to  be adjacent and the edge e is said to  be incident  on these nodes. T he degree, 
d e g d v ) of a  node v  £ V  is equal to  the  num ber of edges in G  which are incident on v. A 
graph G{V, E )  is subgraph of another graph H (V ,  E ), if V(G )  C V ( H ) and E ( G )  C E (H ) .  
W hen V (G )  =  V ( H ) ,  then G  is called a  spanning subgraph of H .  T he distance do{u,v) ,  
between a  pair of nodes u  and v in G,  is equal to  the length (in num ber of edges) of the 
shortest p a th  joining u and v. The diameter  of G  is the m axim um  of all the distances, 
between all the  pairs of nodes of G.
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3.2 P relim in aries and n ota tion  o f star graph
An n-dim ensional s ta r  interconnection network S n , can be modeled as a finite undirected 
graph  G n( V , E ) w ithout loops or parallel edges, where V  = V{ G)  =  n! is the vertex(node) 
set of the graph and E  =  E (G )  =  —fo-1 ) is the edge set of the  s ta r graph. T he nodes 
in th e  s ta r graph  S n , are assigned labels each being a distinct perm utation  of the  set of
integers { 1 ,2 , ..... ,n } . Two nodes are adjacent and joined by a  link i if and only if the label
of one can be obtained from th e  label of the o ther by swapping the  first digit and zth digit 
1 <  i < n. For instance, in S5 two nodes 12345 and 42315 are neighbors joined by the link 
4. T he s ta r  interconnection networks S2 and S3 are shown in Figure 3.1. Each node in a 
s ta r graph has (n  — 1 ) adjacent nodes, which can be obtained by swapping th e  first digit 
w ith the zth digit, 1  <  i  <  n.  This is the degree of each node and hence the s ta r graph.
An n -sta r, d iam eter of , and (n — 1) node disjoint paths between any pair of
nodes[37]. T he degree of each node is n  — 1 and  the to ta l num ber of edges/com m unication 
links is . T he n -sta r is node and edge sym m etric as an n-cube, i.e., no node or edge
has a  special function and for every node/edge the rest of the  network appears the  same. 
M ore formally given any pair of nodes a and  b, there can be found an autom orphism  which 
m aps a and 6[1], W hereas in the case of a  binary tree, which is not node/edge sym m etric, 
the function of the  root node is different from th a t of the leaf node.
T he s ta r  graph £ n , is hierarchical in structu re  in the sense th a t it can be decomposed 
into n copies of S n- i s  with each 5 n _ 1 containing the nodes with last symbols i, 1 < i < Ti­
l t  should be noted  th a t in S n, the position a t which we fix the symbols to  get S n — Is could 
be a t any z, where 2 <  i  < n  and not ju st th e  last position. Thus, in general we can define 
S ' n - i ( j )  to  be a S n- 1 such th a t all the vertices in it have the same symbol j  a t position i, 
where 2 <  z' < n,  1 < j  < n. This shows th a t  there are (n  — 1) ways of decomposing S n into 
n S n- \ s .  Let A be the symbol set {1 ,2 , . . . n  — l , n , x ) ,  where x  denotes a  d o n ’t care symbol. 
Every sub s ta r  of Sn can be uniquely labeled by a  string of symbols in A such th a t the 
only repeated symbol be x.  Notably, the num ber of x  symbols in the  label determ ines the 
dimension of the  substar. For instance, the substar x3x2x  is 3-dimensional and contains the 
set of nodes {13425,13524,43125,43521,53124,53421}. The first position (i.e. the leftmost 
position) of the  label of any substar is always equal to  x due to  connectivity conditions of
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the s ta r  graph. T he S n is labeled as x n, where the  superscript is the  repetition  factor. An 
S n- k  in the S n m ay be denoted as S n-k(b\ ,  6 2  • • • > r f>2 • • • r *>*) where each r^. signifies
the  value in position The unspecified positions take on the value x.  For instance, the 
sub s ta r x3x2x is represented by 6 3 (2 , 4 |3 ,2). Sometimes it is needed to  specify the set 
of sub s ta r which have all the integers b u t one in one of their b it positions. Denote by 
S n- k ( b i , b2. ••bk\rs[,rb2. . . rbk) the set of substar whose 6 ,-th position is r^., for 1  <  i < k. 
The digit in the 6 1 th  position is any one of the integers between 1 and n  inclusively but . 
For instance, {5'4 (2 ,3 |5 ,4)} signifies the  set { x l 4 x x , x 2 4 x x , x 3 4 x x } .
Consider a pa th  originating from node u, traversing the link sequence i \ —i2 — ..  .—iT, and 
term inating a t node v.  This p a th  m ay be specified by giving the source and link sequence as 
u — ii — 12 — • • • — V  Although th e  inform ation about the origin and the  link sequence suffices 
to  specify a  p a th  uniquely, sometimes for clarity th e  end-node is also included; the  mentioned 
p a th  m ay thus be specified as: u -  i i i2 . . . i T — v. We may denote v  by at times.
For example, let u = 21345 in a  5-star. T hen u4 =  41325 and U4-2 =  14325. An H-path 
between two adjacent nodes u  and v  is represented by u i v where v = U{. Two paths may 
be connected to  form  a  longer p a th  if two of their end-nodes are neighbors. For instance, 
let u i v  be an  H -path  in a sub s ta r. Also, let w j  z  be an H -path  w ithin another sub 
s ta r such th a t v  and w  be neighbors in the  original s tar containing the  m entioned substars. 
Then the concatenation  of the two p a ths will yield: u'~7~' v — w j  z. For an H-path 
u i v where u  and v are specified by their labels, the digits which rem ain unchanged will 
be underscored. For instance, the H -path 12534^3^52134 has the end-points as specified 
and passes through  all the nodes in the s ta r xxx34.
S tar graph is b ipartite , i.e., it can be divided into nodes of two sets, w ith each node in 
one set having all the  (n — 1 ) adjacent nodes in the o ther set. All the nodes in a set are 
of sam e parity, either even/odd. Nodes in different sets are of opposite parity. A node is 
said to  be even parity  node if its distance(shortest) from the identity  node 7(123...rc), is 
odd and odd parity  node otherwise. 7(123.. .n) is an odd parity  node. Due to  its b ipartite 
natu re , the  s ta r graph does no t have any odd cycles. The smallest even cycle it contains is 
of length 6  and the largest cycle is the Ham iltonian cycle which is of length 7i![3 ].
Figure 3.1: S tar networks S2 and .S3 .
Embedding
Finding a  H am iltonian path /cyc le  and embedding of mesh network in a s ta r graph are 
modeled as em bedding of one interconnection network in another. Let G  and H  be two 
interconnection networks which connect two sets of processors and V ( G ) be the set of 
processors of G  and E ( G ) the set of edges joining the adjacent processors. Embedding 
of G  in to  H  is a  m apping of V{G)  into V ( H )  and of E (G )  in to  simple paths of H .  The 
param eters which govern this m apping are di la tion, expansion,  congestion,  and load.
Assuming G  as the guest network and H  as the  host network (guest network is the one 
which is em bedded in a host netw ork) the  definitions of above param eters follow.
• dilation: I t  is the  m aximum length of an  edge in G,  in term s of th e  edges of the  graph 
H  afte r em bedding G  into H .
• expansion: It is defined as the  ratio  \V (H ) \ / \V (G )\ .
• congestion: Congestion of any edge V  in I I  is the num ber of paths (each pa th  repre­
senting an edge of G  m apped to  H )  which contain V .
• loading:ln the  above mapping, if one node of H  functions as m ore th an  one node of 
the graph G then , this is called loading. T he node load is one if each node of G  is 
m apped to  a distinct node in H.
The em bedding is optim al if dilation = 1 , load = 1, expansion = 1, and congestion = 1.
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Routing in the Star Graph
Since the  s ta r  graph is node sym m etric, in routing between two nodes, the destination node 
is commonly assum ed to  have the Identity  perm utation  I  as its label. T he routing between 
two nodes then  is accomplished according to  the  following two rules [2 ]:
1. If 1 is the  leftm ost digit, move it to  any position not occupied by the  correct digit, 
and
2. If z is th e  leftm ost digit (1 <  i <  n ), move it to  its  position.
I t  was shown [2] th a t  these rules ensure a  m inim um  length p a th  between two nodes. 
The num ber of links along the m inimum p a th  between two nodes is hereafter referred to  as 
the distance between the  nodes.
3.3 P relim inaries and n o ta tion  o f  pancake graph
Similar to  the  s ta r  graph, an n-dim ensional pancake interconnection network Pn, can be 
modeled as a  finite graph w ithout loops or parallel edges. It has n! nodes which are per­
m utations on n  set of symbols. The nodes are usually assigned labels each being a distinct 
perm utation  of the set of integers { l ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n } .  T he generators of a  pancake are given by 
( j ) ,  2 <  j  < n.  Two nodes are adjacent and joined by link(generator) j  if and only if the 
label of one is obtained from the label of the  o ther by flipping the first j  symbols in it. For 
instance, in P 4  two nodes 1234 and 3214 are neighbors joined by link 3. Each node in a  Pn 
has (n  — 1 ) adjacent nodes which can be obtained by applying all the (n  — 1 ) generators to 
th a t node. This is the degree of the  node.
T he pancake graph Pn is node sym m etric. I t is no t edge sym m etric. It is not bipar­
tite  for n > 4, since there exist cycles of odd length in P 4 . One such cycle is as follows 
1234, 3214, 4123, 2143, 3412, 4312, 2134. It is hierarchical, i.e., it can be decomposed into 
n copies of P n- i s  with each Pn_i containing the nodes with last symbols i, 1 < i < n.  The 
position a t which we fix the symbols to  get Pn_ is  is only the last position or n th  position, 
because the generators flip only contiguous symbols in a  perm utation . T he labeling of the 
pancakes and subpancakes is similar to  th a t of the s ta r graphs. T he only restriction is to
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fix symbols only in th e  last positions in obtaining the subpancakes. T he Pn is denoted by 
a;", where the  superscript is the  repetition  factor. A Pn- k  in the  Pn m ay be denoted as 
x n~hbib2—bk, where the last k  positions 6 1 , 6 2,---bjt are fixed. For example, a  P5 ( x x x x x )  
can be decomposed into a  set of P 4 S ,  { x x x x 5 , x x x x 4 , x x x x 3 , x x x x 2 , x x x x l } .  T he pancake 
interconnection network P 4  is shown in Figure 3.2, as interconnecting four P 3 S .  In C hapter 
6 , the  no ta tion  <7* is used to  indicate the link sequence for obtaining ham iltonian p a th  in a  











Figure 3.2: A P4, shown as interconnecting four P 3 S (hexagons).
C hapter 4
H am iltonians in Star Graphs
4.1 C onstruction  o f th e  H -paths
H -path  of any network is the  p a th  which traverses all the  nodes of the network w ithout 
visiting any node twice. H-cycle is an H -path w ith end-nodes adjacent and connected. In 
this chapter an algorithm  will be presented to  establish an H -path  between two arb itra ry  
nodes, should such a  p a th  exists. Using this algorithm , an H-cycle is constructed by first 
forming an H -path between two adjacent nodes and then  connecting these two adjacent 
nodes. The H -path constructed, basically visits all n S n- i s  in a  particu lar order. Again in 
every S n - 1  all the (n  — 2) S n- 2s are visited one after th e  o ther and so on. Thus, the  H -path 
constructed visits all S4S jn a  particu lar order. All the  ^ s  have entry and exit nodes 
through which they are connected in the H-path. This algorithm  is proceeded by a  lem m a 
and some examples. It is also shown th a t, there is an H -path  between two nodes u  and v if 
and only if d ( u , v ) is odd.
L e m m a  4 .1 . Let u  and v be two nodes in S4 located a t an odd distance of d(u,v) .  
T here exists an H -path between u  and v.
Proof: The diam eter of S 4 is 4 so d ( u , v ) can be either 1  or 3. If d(u ,v )  = 1, form the 
H-cycle passing through u  and v using one of the m ethods [6 , 3, 5]. Then remove the link
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joining u and v. One possible H -path , assuming u = I  = 1234 is:
m—2 —3 —2 - 3 - 2 —4 —3 —2 —3 —2 —3 - 4 —2 —3 —2 —3 —2 —4 —3 —2 —3 —2 —3 —u =  4231
Now suppose d(u, v ) =  3. T here are only two cases up to  isom orphism  am ong digits, (i)Nodes 
th a t  are a t a distance th ree , with a link sequence i — j  -  i{i ^  j )  between them  and (ii) 
Nodes th a t are at a  distance three, w ith a link sequence of the  form i  — j  — k( i  ^  j  ^  k)  
Since u = 1234, v can be either 1324 or 2341. These are the only distinct cases up to  
isom orphism  among digits. T he following H -paths can be formed:
u - 4  — 3  — 2 - 3  — 2 — 3 - 4  — 3 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 3 — 2 — 3 - 4  — 2 — 4 - 3  — 2 — 3 — 4 - 3  — 2 — v =  1324
u - 3 _  4 _  3 _  4 - 3 — 2  — 3 —4 —3 — 4 —3 — 2 — 4 —3 —4 - 3 —4 — 2 - 3 —4 — 3—4 — 3 - v =  2341 □
The above H-paths are shown in Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 in th a t order.
4.1 .1  G eneralization  o f th e  A pproach to  S n
T he hierarchy of the  s ta r  graph  can be employed to  obtain  an H -path between two given 
nodes in a simple m anner. Recall th a t  the S n contains n  disjoint copies of 5 n_ i . The basic 
idea is to  visit all the  nodes belonging to  ( n — 1 ) 5 'n - i’s first, s ta rtin g  from the source-node. 
After arriving at the  last S n- \ ,  the sam e algorithm  is applied recursively so th a t  (n  — 2 ) 
copies of S n-2 are visited, and so on. Eventually, the  problem  will be reduced to th a t of 
visiting all the nodes of a  single S4 which m ust include the destination node. To force the 
last S4 to  include the  destination node, the substars m ust be visited in a certain order. This 
requirem ent shall be m et by gradually conforming the labels of th e  visited nodes to  th a t of 
the  destination node. Before describing the general algorithm  for the  H -path form ation, an 
exam ple is given for clarity:
u=1234 v=4231
v=3142




Figure 4.2: H-path in £ 4  with d(u,v) =  3(end-nodes separated by a sequence of form




Figure 4.3: H-path in S4 with d{u,v) =  3(end-nodes separated by a sequence of form
i - j -  k).
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E x a m p le  4 .1 . Consider the  following p a th  (not an H -path) between the source node 
123456 and th e  node 135642.
1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 5 2 3 4 1 6 - 6 2 3 4 1 5 ^ 4 2 3 6 1 5 - 5 2 3 6 1 4 ^  3 2 5 6 1 4 - 4 2 5 6 1 3 ^ 1 2 5 6 4 3 -
3 2 5 6 4 1 ^  235641 -  135642
This pa th  passes th rough the nodes of all the substars: x x x x x 6, x x x x x b ,  x x x x x 4 ,  x x x x x 3 ,  
and x x x x x l .  If the destination node v  is in the substar x x x x x 2 ,  it m ay be possible to  con­
tinue the previously specified p a th  and visit all the nodes in x x x x x 2  and arrive a t v. This 
indicates th a t  th e  H -path  m ay be obtained through digit-by-digit correction of th e  source 
node according to  the  label of the  destination node.
E x a m p le  4 .2 . Let v  =  163452. An H -path  can be obtained by continuing the path  
specified in the previous exam ple as follows:
1 3 5 6 4 2 ^ 6 3 5 1 4 2  -  4 3 5 1 6 2 ^ 3 4 5 1 6 2  -  6 4 5 1 3 2 ^  145632 -  3 4 5 6 1 2 ^ 5 4 3 6 1 2  -  143652
T he p a th  is approaching v.  N otably th e  second rightm ost digit is also corrected according 
to  v. Now th e  problem  is reduced to  one of finding an H -path  in x x x x 5 2  between the nodes 
143652 and 163452. B ut this can be easily accomplished in the light of Lem m a 4.1.
I t should be clear th a t  the digit-by-digit correction will always yield an  H -path between 
a  pair of nodes as long as the  distance between them  is odd. Observe th a t  in the  above 
examples, the  substars were those w ith the fixed rightm ost position(s) in their labels. But 
this does not represent the  general case. In fact, if u and v agree on their rightm ost bit 
position (s), th e  above procedure will not work and substars with some other fixed positions 
m ust be considered. This is shown in the example below.
E x a m p le  4 .3 . Let u  =  12345 and v =  14235 be two nodes in S 5. Since u and v both 
belong to  the sam e substar x x x x 5 ,  substars w ith th e  fixed rightm ost digit cannot be visited 
as before. T he alternative is to  consider o ther substars with fixed digits in any position but
last (and obviously first). The H -path can be specified as:
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12345 2 2 1 3 4 5 -  41325 2 14325 -  24315 5 54312 -  14352 3 34152 -  
54132^  14532 -  24531'I T '  42531 -  125M /^ 5 2 1 M  -  42135 ̂  12435
In the algorithm  described below at any step, is the entry node of the  sequence of 
substars of the same dimension and w y -i) is adjacent to  the exit node of this sequence.
Algorithm  for the H-path Formation Betw een Nodes u  and v in S n
“ (n -1) =  «
u (n-l) = U\U2 • • • Un , V = V!V2 ■ . . Vn .
Let ik be such th a t  U{k ^  V{k and uj  = Vj for j  > ik- 
s tar t ing the path  at U(n- i )  vi s i t  sub — s tars  {5,„_i(z'i|u^')}
U(n-2) = u l w2 . . .Un , v  = ViV2. . . V n .
Let ik~ i be such th a t u ,k_1 ^  ulfc_ 1 and uj  = vj  for j  > ik- i-  
s tar t ing the path at  «(n_ 2) vis i t  sub — s tars  {5 ’„_ 2 (*Ar—i ' f * ' * ) }
4) =  U\U2 . • -Un , V =  ViV2 . . . v n .
Let ik- { n - s) be such th a t u <k_(n_5) ^  u,*_(n_5) and uj = ty for j  >  t fc_ ( n - 5 ) -
s tart ing the path  at u (4 ) vis i t  sub—stars  {S4 (ifc_(n_ 5 ) • •. )}
s tar t ing the path  at u (3 ) vis i t  the last  S 4 which includes v.
E x a m p le  4 .4 . Let u = 123456 and v =  523416 in S q. Following th e  above algorithm ,
an H -path between u  and v can be form ed as follows:
u (n-i) =  u i u2 • • -un = 123456 and v = V}V2 . .  . vn =  523416. In the nodes u  and v,  u 5 ^  v5 
and u q  =  v q .  Therefore i k  =  5 and V { k =  1.
S tarting the pa th  at U(n_i) =  123456, visit the  substars {5 5 ( 5 | 1 )}.
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({,?5 ( 5 |T)} =  { x x x x 2 x , x x x x 3 x , x x x x 4 x , x x x x 5 x , x x x x 6 x } ) .
123456 ̂ 2*^213456 -  5 1 3 4 2 6 ^ 3 1 5 4 2 6  -  215436'IT ''415236 -  315246 615243 -
415263 ̂ 1 4 5 2 6 3 -
In th e  above p a th , th e  only substar not visited is x x x x l x .  The entry node to  this substar, 
for continuing the  p a th  from the above sequence is 645213.
Now U(„_2) =  U(4) =  u\U2 . .  . u n =  645213 and v = V1V2 . .  . vn =  523416. In the nodes 
and v, u q  ^ v&. Therefore i ( k - i )  =  6  and = 6 .
S tarting  the p a th  from =  645213, visit the  substars {£ 4 ( 5 , 6 | 1,6} as follows.
({ 6 *4 (5 , 6 | 1 , 6 } =  { x x x x l 2 , x x x x l 3 , x x x x l 4 ,  x x x x l 5 } ) .
6 4 5 2 1 3 ^ 4 6 5 2 1 3 -  365214'”3 " '5 6 3 2 1 4 - 4 6 3 2 1 5 ^ 2 6 3 4 1 5 -  563412^ 6 5 3 4 1 2 -
Till now we have visited all the nodes in Sq, excepting the  substar x x x x l 6, which has the 
destination node v  =  523416. The entry node to  this substar, for continuing the pa th  to 
reach the destination  node is 253416.
^(3 ) =  U1U2 . .  . u n =  253416 and v = 523416. T he nodes in the last S4 can be visited as 
follows.
253416'’4 " 4 5 3 2 1 6 - 5 4 3 2 1 6 ^ 3 4 5 2 1 6 - 4 3 5 2 1 6 ^  2 3 5 4 1 6 - 3 2 5 4 1 6 ^  523416
Hence the H -path in 56, between nodes u  =  123456 and v =  523416 can be specified as:
123456'~2~'213456 -  5 1 3 4 2 6 ^ 3 1 5 4 2 6  -  2 1 5 4 3 6 " T '415236 -  3 1 5 2 4 6 ^ 6 1 5 2 4 3  -  
415263/*2~N 145263 -  6 4 5 2 1 3 ^ 4 6 5 2 1 3 - 3 6 5 2 1 4 ^  5 6 3 2 1 4 - 4 6 3 2 1 5 ^ 2 6 3 4 1 5 -  
5 6 3 4 1 2 ^ 6 5 3 4 1 2  -  253416'"d"'453216 -  543216 " S " -345216 -  435216'’’T ' 235416 -
3 2 5 4 1 6 ^  523416
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T h e o re m  4 .1 . Let u  and v  be a pair of nodes in S n . There is an H-path between u  and v 
if and only if d ( u , v )  is odd.
Proof. Necessity follows from  the  fact th a t an H -path  in the S n contains (n! nodes and 
therefore is of odd length, and th e  fact th a t there is no odd cycle in the S n. Sufficiency is 
proven by way of construction  as indicated in th e  above algorithm  and Lemma 2. □
D e fin it io n . T he shortest link sequence th a t m aps one end of the H -path to  the other 
end is called the bias of the  H -path.
As a special case, Theorem  1  can be employed to  render a  new proof for ham iltonicity 
of the  s ta r graph. In this case, d(u ,v )  = 1 and thus v  =  n 2 3 . .  . ( n  — 1)1 assuming u = I .
For example, consider the  node v = 623451 in th e  S&. S tarting  from u = 123456, an 
H -path  can go through x x x x x 6 , x x x x x 5 , x x x x x 4 , x x x x x 3 ,  and x x x x x 2  first. Then within 
x x x x x l ,  it will visit xx x x G l ,  x x x x 4 1 ,  xx xx31 ,  xxxx21 .  W ithin xa;a:a;51, it will pass through 
all the  nodes until v  is reached. B u t v and u  are neighbors and can be joined via a  single 
link labeled 6 .
Theorem  4.1 can be used to  prove the  H am iltonicity of the C lustered-star graph [48]. 
This issue shall be addressed next.
4 .1 .2  H a m ilto n ic ity  o f th e  C lu stered -star  graph
The clustered-star graph was proposed [48] to  reduce the  gap between two consecutive sizes 
of the  s ta r graph. This netw ork is essentially an S n w ith some of its S n- i ’s missing. A 
clustered-star graph C S jJlj contains m  S n- i ’s which are interconnected using the same ad­
jacency relationship as th a t  in the  s ta r graph. T he ham iltonicity of the C S ™_1 was shown in 
[48] for special cases of m.  In the following using the result of Theorem  1, we show th a t this 
network is H am iltonian for all m  if n  > 5. For n  =  4, the network is Hamiltonian for m  > 2.
L e m m a  4 .2 . Consider the  C S ”Lx. There exists an H-cycle in this network for m  =  2 
iff n  >  5. For m  = 3, th e  graph  is ham iltonian for n  > 3.
Proof: Let m  = 2. Thus, the network contains two 5 n_ i ’s. Let u and be the
two end-nodes of an H -path  w ithin one com ponent, and v and be the two end-
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nodes of an H -path within the o ther com ponent. Also let u = Vk where k  ^  i , j .  Clearly 
=  Vi- j - i -k -  Join the two H -paths in two components by connecting u to  v and 
to  Vi- j - i .  This is always possible since the sequence k — i — j  — i — k — i — j  — i forms 
a cycle. If n  < 4, finding an H -path  in either component with the end-points of distance 3 
is not possible.
Suppose now th a t m  =  3. Form an H -path within each com ponent with a bias of i 
( 1  < i < n)  such th a t  the exit node of one com ponent be adjacent to  the  entry node of 
another com ponent along dimension n.  If we replace each H -path w ith a link i, the resulting 
sequence will be i -  n  -  i -  n  -  i — n  which forms a cycle. Therefore, the concatenation of 
all the H -paths will form an H-cycle w ith respect to  the original network. □
T he cycle obtained by replacing each p a th  with a single link is referred to  as the reduced 
cycle.
i - j - i
Figure 4.4: H-cycle in two and three component clustered-star graphs. 
T h e o re m  4 .2 : The clustered-star graph is ham iltonian for all m  iff n > 5. When n < 4,
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the graph is ham iltonian iff m  ^  2 .
Proof: The proof is by induction. We use the result of Lemma 4.2 for m =  3 as the  induction 
base. Also, as the  induction base we need to  show the ham iltonicity for m  = 4 since we want 
to  conclude the ham iltonicity of C from th a t of CS™_X. The ham iltonicity follows by 
defining a  sequence which forms a  reduced cycle. This sequence is: n - i  — n - j  — n — i - n —j .  
F igure 4.4 shows the H-cycle for CS™_X, m  =  2 ,3  and Figure 4.5 for m  =  4.
The inductive hypothesis: Assume C S ”Lj is ham iltonian.








Figure 4.6: Induction step for p roof of ham iltonicity of clustered-star graph.
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The inductive step: We will show th a t CS™** is also ham iltonian. Consider the reduced 
cycle of CS™_i~ Replace a link i in this cycle w ith  the  sequence j  — n — i — j  — i -  n — j .  
This sequence can be the  reduced cycle of the CS™** by m aking the i — j  — i the bias of 
the  com ponent a t the  center and j  the bias of the o ther two com ponents as shown in the 
figure, (see Figure 4.6). □.
L e m m a  4 .3 . Let an  H-cycle be formed in S n by originating from I  and visiting the 
nodes of the  ^ n - i ’s such th a t  the sequence of the n th  digit (digit in the rightm ost position) 
in the  labels of the visited i 'n - i ’s be: (dn , dn_ i , . . . ,  di),  in th a t  order. T he en try  and exit 
nodes of all the visited 5 n_ i ’s are the  nodes of two substars x 2 x n~2, x 4 x n~2.
Proof:Tb.e m atrices of exit and entry nodes of the  (n )5 n_ i can be obtained by examining 
the algorithm  for form ation of H-cycle. They can be listed as follows in m atrices.
Entry matrix:
1 2 3 ...............  n
n 2 3 . . . .  1 (n — 1)
( n - 1 )  2 3 .. n 1 (n -  2)
3 4 5 .. n  3 2
2 4 5 .. n 3 1
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E x it  m a tr ix :
( n - 1 )  2 3 .. .. 1 n
(n — 2) 2 3 .. .. n  1  (n  — 1)
(n — 3) 2 3 .. (n  -  1) n  1 (n — 2)
2 4 5 .. ( n - 1 )  n 1 3
1 4 5 .. (n — 1) n  3 2
n  2 3 . .  .. .. (n — 1) 1
Examining the  above m atrices we can conclude th a t the  nodes (entries) of the  above 
m atrices are the nodes of either of the substars x 2 x n~2, x 4 x n~2. This observation is useful 
in m apping the original H-cycle into an H-cycle traversing the  (n ) S n- i  substars w ith the 
entry and exit nodes nonfaulty.
L e m m a  4 .4 . Let an H-cycle be formed in the S n by originating from I  and visiting 
the nodes of the .S ^-i's  such th a t  the sequence of the n th  digit (digit in the rightm ost 
position) in the labels of the visited 5 „ _ i’s be: ( d„ , dn_ i , . . . , d i ) ,  in th a t order. The first 
visited node in the last S n~\ has the  label: d^d^d^ . .  .d n- ' idn- \ d ndzd\.
Proof: The proof is deduced from  the way the H-cycle is constructed. It is clear th a t the 
leftm ost and the rightm ost digits in the label of the node under question m ust be efo and 
d\,  respectively. If an S n- \  is to  be visited with the n th  digit equal to  d,- (3 <  i <  n ), the 
H -path covering this substar has two nodes, say u and v, as the en try  and exit nodes. Node 
u has d , + 1  in its leftm ost position. But node v m ust meet two conditions: i) be adjacent to  
node u  (this condition in general is not necessary bu t is included since it is inherent to  the 
algorithm  sta ted  before.) and ii) have d;_i in its leftm ost position (since the next i5'n_ i to 
be visited m ust have d ,_ i in its rightm ost position). As a result, d1+i should go to position 
d,-_i and remain there afterw ards. The position of d3  is uniquely determ ined by the  rule of
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elim ination. □.
T he above lem m a will prove useful when embeddings in faulty  environm ent are consid­
ered.
In [6 ], th e  form ulation of the H -path  between two nodes u  =  1 2 . . . n  and v =  n(n  — 
1)1 ..{n — 2) is given. This construction is a special case of Theorem  1  where the distance 
between the  end-nodes is some specific odd value. In [5], the substars: x n~1n, x n~1(n -  
1 ) , . .  . , x n~12 are visited in th a t order. And within the last substar x n - 1 l ,  a  special H-path 
is established between nodes 2 4 5 . . . n31 and n 2 3 4 . . . ( n  -  1)1 because th e  la tte r  node is 
adjacent to  the  node w ith identity  label and thus the H -paths can collectively form an H- 
cycle. W hereas th is m ethodology only allows particular substars to  be visited in a specific 
order, our approach is general and free of such restrictions.
C hapter 5
Fault Tolerant Em bedding in Star 
Graphs
5.1 Fault-tolerant E m bedding o f  Linear A rrays and Rings
In the previous chapter we have discussed an algorithm  for constructing H-paths and H- 
cycles in a  s ta r graph. Following this algorithm , it is shown th a t  in the formation of a 
H -path/cycle sta rtin g  from identity  node, all the  are visited in a  particular order. In
this chapter, we consider the problem  of em bedding linear arrays and rings of maxim al length 
in the s ta r graph with some faulty nodes. As the first step to  the solution of this problem, a 
base ring is formed. The base ring is the H-cycle which is formed using the above mentioned 
algorithm. T he fault to lerant ring is em bedded on this base ring by reconfiguring the path  
locally in each S4, which contains the faulty nodes. The solution is developed starting  from 
the single-node failure and double-node failure to  multiple-node failure model. In the case 
of m ultiple-node failure model, the ring is em bedded in the following two ways.
• Based on single- and double-node failure models.
• Based on ham iltonicity of the clustered star graph.
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• Based on a  d istributed algorithm .
In the second case, the faults are confined to  a  smallest substar, which can contain them . 
T he substar is stripped from the s ta r graph resulting in a  clustered s ta r  graph. In the case 
of distributed algorithm  there is no prior knowledge of faults. The faulty nodes are skipped 
using the  algorithm , when they are encountered in the base ring.
A variety of fault to lerant mesh embeddings with different dilations are considered. 
These embeddings utilize the results of em bedding of rings in presence of faults.
5.1 .1  S in g le-N od e Failure
T he problem  of finding an H -path in this case is trivially solved by m aking the faulty node 
as one of the end-nodes of the H -path for the  fault-free star. This is always possible due to 
the  node-sym m etry of the s ta r graph.
One can trivially show th a t  a  fau lt-to leran t ring embedding of length (n! — 4) is always 
possible by short-circuiting the  6 -link hexagon which contains the faulty node (i.e. replacing 
the  subpath  2 — 3 — 2 — 3 — 2 with 3, for instance). However, with one fault present, the 
optim al ring embedding can utilize {n\ — 2 ) nodes.
T h e o r e m  5 .1 . W ith  a  single-fault, it is always possible to  form a ring of length (n! -  2) 
in the S n.
Proof: Recall th a t one way of forming an H-cycle in the fault-free s ta r was to  visit all the 
nodes of (n  — 1) 5 n- i ’s first. Then visit all the nodes of (n  — 2) S n - f ' s  of the remaining 
S n~ i ,  and so on. Consider the last S4 whose nodes m ust be visited before the pa th  closes 
by connecting back to  the source node. For ease of presentation, the nodes of this S 4 are 
labeled with the first four positive integers. Due to node sym m etry of the s ta r graph, 
suppose 2134 is the label of the  faulty node (the assum ption of the faulty node belonging 
to  the last S 4 simplifies the proof procedure). In addition, let 1234 and 3214 be the entry 
and exit nodes of £ 4  in conjunction with the H-cycle. Now, it is only necessary to  form an 
H -path  between 1234 and 3214. This p a th  may be specified as:
1234 — 4 - 2  — 3 - 2 - 3 - 4  — 3 — 2 - 3  — 2 — 3 — 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3  — 2 — 4 - 2 - 3 - 2
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This p a th  is shown in Figure 5.1. Note th a t in the  p a th  shown, one fault-free node is 
skipped. Thus altogether the (n! -  2) nodes of the original s ta r have been used in forming 




Figure 5.1: Reconfigured H -path in an S4 in the event of single-node failure.
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5 .1 .2  D o u b le -N o d e  failure
In this case, it is assum ed th a t  the  faults are present in one of the  interm ediate S4s in the 
base ring . The p a th  is reconfigured w ithin th a t S4. T he effectiveness of embedding de­
pends on the distance(d) between two faulty nodes. In th e  following it is shown th a t when 
the  faults are adjacent, then  a  ring of length (n! — 2) can be formed in a  s tar graph. It is 
impossible to  embed a  ring of size (n! — 2 ) in a  two fault case when the faults are separated 
by a  distance of two links. W hen the  faults are separated  by a distance d >  4 the  size of 
th e  ring embedded is always (n! — 4).
C a s e ( i)  d  =  1: In this case the  faulty nodes are of opposite parity. From Figure 5.2 
it is clear th a t a  ring of size (n! -  2 ) can be formed wherein we need not sacrifice any 
healthy nodes. If the  nodes are adjacent bu t in different 6 4 s w ith respect to  the base ring, 
th e  s ta r  can always be labeled so th a t  the  faults fall in the same S4. The p a th  can be 
reconfigured by the  following sequence as specified in Figure 5.2.
1234 — 4 — 2 — 4 — 3 — 2 - 3  — 2 — 3 — 4 — 3 — 4 — 3 — 2 — 3 — 2 — 3 - 4  — 2 — 4 — 3 — 2
C a s e ( ii)  d = 2: Here it is impossible to  embed a ring of size (n! -  2). W hen two nodes are
a t a  distance two, they  are of the same parity  and a  cycle in a  s ta r graph always contains 
sam e num ber of even and odd parity  nodes. Thus if the faults are a t a  distance two, both  
of them  will be either of odd or even parity, elim inating two other healthy nodes of opposite 
parity  in the form ation of a ring, hence a  ring of size ( n ! - 2 )  cannot be formed. Partitioning 
the  s ta r  in a different dimension makes the two faults fall in different ^ s .  From then on 
following the single-fault case for each fault the length of the ring embedded is (n ! -  4).
C a se ( iii)  d =  3: T here are two possibilities regarding the relative position of the two 
faulty  nodes, up to  isom orphism  am ong digits as shown in Figure 5.3.
1 . when the nodes are separated  by links of the form i -  j  — i, i  ^  j










(a) Healthy node (b)
83 Faulty node
Figure 5.3: Faulty nodes separated by link sequence of the  form (a)i — j  — k (b )i — j  -  i.
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In the case of single-node failure we see th a t  if a  node is faulty, then we have to  sacrifice a 
healthy node whose parity  is opposite of th a t  of the  faulty  node. Hence the distance between 
the  faulty node and th e  healthy sacrificed node is odd. Since the path  is reconfigured 
within a single in term ediate S4, the  healthy sacrificed node can be made to  be a t a distance 
3(separated by i — j  -  k ) from the  faulty node. Assuming the  healthy sacrificed node to  be 
faulty, the ring th a t  can be form ed is of length (n! -  2). Hence if the faults are separated 
by the  link sequence of the type i — j  — k , the  length of the ring formed is (n! — 2 ).
W hen the faults are separated  by the link sequence i —j  — i, it is likely th a t we can embed 
a ring of size (n! — 2) by visiting each node, not in any particu lar order. B ut, by visiting 
one S4 after the  o ther and assum ing th a t bo th  faults are in one S4, the maximum-size ring 
th a t  can be em bedded is n\ — 4.
C a s e ( iv )  d > 4: In this case, due to  same parity  of fau lts it is impossible to  form a 
ring of length (n! — 2 ).
W hen d > 4 no m a tte r how we partition  the  s ta r into substars ( to  S4s) the two faults 
will fall in different substars ( 6 4 s). Hence in forming the  ring, visiting nodes of each ^ 4  one 
after the o ther and following th e  single fault procedure each fault makes another node of 
opposite parity  useless yielding a  ring of length (n! -  4).
L e m m a  5 .1 . In a  double-node failure case when the faults are separated by an even 
distance, the optim al size ring th a t  can be embedded is (n! -  4).
Proof:This is obvious from the sam e parity  of both  nodes.
5 .1 .3  M u ltip le -N o d e  Failures
T he m aximum num ber of faults, th a t  a  s ta r graph S n can to lera te  before it gets disconnected 
is n — 2. Therefore, we assum e th a t  there are /  num ber of faulty nodes present in the sta r 
graph, 3 < /  < n  — 2. We m ake use of the models developed for /  =  1 and 2 for determ ining
the maximum length H -cycle/path  when there are /  num ber of faults 3 <  /  <  n — 2. In
this case, similar to  the single- and double-node failure models, a base ring is formed by 
visiting all the n!/4! 5 4 s in the  S n .
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We investigate a special case, wherein it is assum ed th a t the entry and exit nodes of 
each S4 in the base ring are fault free. This is m ost probable considering the  to ta l number 
of entry and exit nodes of all 5 4 s, which is equal to  (2 .n!/4!) and the num ber of maximum 
faulty nodes th a t  can occur, which is n  — 2. This case is considered since, the general case is 
complex to  form ulate keeping in view the robust interconnections in the  s ta r  graph, when 
com pared to  o ther graphs like n-cube. The probability  of forming a  ring in an 5s, under 
this assum ption is found to  be 0.973. Com puting this probability for higher dimension stars 
is complicated. This is due to  the  complexity involved in obtaining the num ber of ways, in 
which we can choose disjoint sets of en try  and exit nodes.
If all (n  — 2) faults are uniformly d istributed am ong (n  — 2) 5 4 s, the  p a th  can be 
reconfigured w ithin those S^s using the  single-node failure model. Hence th e  length of the 
H-cycle th a t can be formed is [n! -  2(n — 2)]. There can be more th an  one fault in each S4. 
W henever there are two faults in each S4, the  p a th  can be reconfigured using the double­
node failure model depending on the distance between the  faults. The worst-case length 
is, when the faults w ithin an S4 are a t a  distance 2  or a t a  distance 3 w ith link sequence 
i —j  — i between them . Here each faulty node makes one healthy node useless. Hence, again 
the H -cycle/path formed is of length [n! — 2 (n  — 2)] or (n! — 2 /) .
Presence of three or more faults in a  particu lar S4 is not considered since, the fault 
tolerance of £ 4  is 2  and each ^ 4  is considered as an individual s tar, which is connected to 
the H-cycle through its  entry  and exit nodes. T he case where there are m ore faults in an 
S4 can be dealt with using the  ham iltonicity of the  clustered s ta r graph, which is presented 
later. Hence the  following theorem  holds.
T h e o re m  5 .2 . T he length of the  H -cycle/path  th a t can be formed in an Sn when there 
are /  faults is (n! -  2 / ) .
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5 .1 .4  Fault to leran t em b ed d in g  o f rings by confin ing th e  fau lts  to  a sub- 
star(s)
Here, it is assum ed th a t  more th an  one faulty node are present in the Sn . In addition, the 
set of faulty nodes is confined to  the substar S m , 1 <  m  < n. An H -path  can be obtained 
by stripping th e  th e  smallest substar S m , containing all faults from  th e  star.
Lemma 5.2. Let a  partia l H-cycle be formed in the  S n by originating from I  and visiting 
the  nodes of th e  Sn- i ’s such th a t th e  sequence of the  n th  digit (digit in the  rightm ost posi­
tion) in the labels of the visited .S n -i’s be: (dn,d n- 2 ,.  . . , d i ) .  We refer to  (dn ,d „_  2, .  ..,c?i) 
as param eters of th e  H -path. Note th a t the S n - 1 w ith dn - 1 in its  rightm ost digit is skipped. 
T he first visited node in the last S n- 1 has the label: d 2 c?4 • • •dn_ 3 dn_ 2 dn^3 dn- i d i .
Proof. Similar to  th a t of Lemma 4.4. The only difference is th a t  digit d„_ i remains in place 
th roughout, and dn m aps to  dn - 3  (instead of dn_ 2 ) because the substar w ith the rightm ost 
digit is skipped. d3 will also rem ain in place. □
Example 5.1. Consider the following p a th  (not an H -path) originating from th e  source 
node 123456 and skipping the substar x x x x x b  w ith param eters: ( 6 ,4 ,3 ,2 ,1 ) .
1 2 3 4 5 6 ^ 4 2 3 1 5 6 -  6 2 3 1 5 4 ^ 3 2 6 1 5 4 - 4 2 6 1 5 3 ^  2 4 6 1 5 3 - 3 4 6 1 5 2 ^  1 4 6 3 5 2 - 246351
Theorem  5.3. Let u =  12 ..  .n  and v = un be two nodes in the S n . Form a partia l H -path 
originating from  u  and skipping the substar a;n -1 (n  -  1 ). Let v' be the  first node visited in 
the  substar a;n_ 1 l .  T here is an H -path within x n -1 l  with end-nodes v ' and v.
Proof: By Lem m a 5.2, the label of v' is: 24 . .  .(n  -  3)(n  — 2)n3(n  -  1)1. B ut the  label of v 
is: n23 . . .  (n  — 1)1. T he distance between v  and v1 is odd and by Theorem  4.1, there  exists 
an H -path connecting v ' and v. □
From the  above theorem  it follows th a t a cycle can always be found which visits all 
th e  nodes of the  S n bu t those of a  given substar S rn. Thus, the  following theorem  can be 
established:
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Theorem 5 .4 . Let the faulty nodes of the S n be contained in an  S m, 1 <  m  < n. It 
is always possible to  embed a ring of length (n! — m l) in the S n.
Note th a t when m  =  n — 1, the fault-free network will reduce to  a  clustered-star with 
(n  — 1) com ponents, for which the ham iltonicity was proven in Theorem  4.2.
5.1 .5  D istr ib u ted  a lgorithm  for em bedd ing rings
Similar to  the  previous multiple-fault models, a  base ring is formed using the algorithm  for 
form ation of ham iltonian cycle. B ut, in this base ring in each S4, all the S3S are visited one 
after the  other. It is assumed th a t the en try  and exit nodes of all the  S4S visited are fault 
free.
In this case the  fault tolerant ring is formed following the base ring path .
The algorithm for forming the fault tolerant ring:
1. Follow the base ring.
2. If any of the nodes of any S3 o ther than  entry and exit nodes are faulty, short the exit 
and en try  nodes and follow the base ring.
3. If the en try  node of any S3 is faulty, back track four links. This leads to  the node 
which is adjacent to  a node in the 6 3  with the faulty node. Short these two nodes 
and follow base ring.
4. If the  exit node of any S3 is faulty, back track  three links to  reach node 2 which has 
an adjacent node (1) in next S3 in the base ring, as shown in Figure 5.4. Short these 
two nodes and follow the base ring. If node 1 is also faulty back track to  2 and go 
forw ard two links to  node 3 and short 3 and 4. If node 4 is also faulty the algorithm 
fails.
Before we assum e th a t the entry and exit nodes of all the ^ s  visited are fault free, we 
make sure th a t the en try  and exit nodes of all the nS 'n-is visited are fault free. This is done 
to  save the overhead due to  the faulty en try /ex it node of an S n- \ .  This can be achieved in 
the light of lem m a 4.3. Assuming all the (n  -  2) faults to  be present in the s ta r graph, there
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will be two S n - is ,  which are fault free. Let the  fault free substars be of the  form x3 xn~2 
and x5 xn~2. We know th a t the en try  and exit nodes of (n )S „ -i in the original ham iltonian 
cycle fall in to  the substars x 2x n~2 and x 4 x n~2. These can be m ade to  fall in th e  substars 
x 3 xn~2 and x 5 xn~2 by doing the following m apping on all the  perm utations of the nodes 
of the  base ring.
2 <->■ 3(Replace 2 by 3 and 3 by 2); 4 <->• 5 
or 2 5; 4 <->■ 3
Node 4
Node 2 Node 1
Exit node Entry node
Node 3
Figure 5.4: Distributed embedding of fault-tolerant ring.
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Following the  nodes which have resu ltan t perm utations as their labels after this mapping, 
a  new base ring is formed. This base ring is then  utilized for em bedding a  fault tolerant 
ring in the star.
E x a m p le  5 .2 : Consider the em bedding of a fault tolerant ring in an  5 5 . We first form an 
ham iltonian p a th  w ith 12345 as the  s ta rtin g  node and 52341 as the end node and then join 
these nodes by link 5 (link 'n ' in general case) to  form a ring .
Following the algorithm  the p a th  is given by
12345^ 4 2 3 1 5 -  5 2 3 1 4 ^ 3 2 5 1 4  -  42513' T ' 24513 -  34512 " t" "  14532 -  24531 A 52341
24531 A 52341 represents 24531 as the en try  node and 52341 as the  exit node of the last 
■^(■Sn-i in general). In this case it is clear th a t  the entry and exit nodes of the (5)54 to 
be fault free since it is already form ulated how to  m ap the en try  and exit nodes of all the 
5 n_ i ’s to  be fault free. Following the algorithm  the above pa th  can be specified explicitly 
as shown in th e  next page.
In this p a th  each line represent an  S 3 and and every four fines grouped together sepa­
rately  as shown represent an 5 4 . All the  underlined nodes represent either the exit or the 
entry  nodes of each S 3. The nodes 12345,52314,42513,34512,24531 are the  entry nodes 
and the nodes 42315,32514 24513,14532,52341 are the exit nodes of of all the  S4S traversed 
in order.
12345 4  32145 4  23145 4  13245 4  31245 4  21345 
41325 4  14325 4  34125 4  43125 4  13425 4  31425 
21435 4  41235 4  14235 4  24135 4  42135 4  12435 
32415 4  23415 4  43215 4  34215 4  24315 4  42315
52314 4  12354 4  21354 4  51324 4  15324 4- 25314
35214 4  53214 4  13254 4  31254 4  51234 4  15234
25134 4  35124 4  53124 4  23154 4  32154 4  52134
12534 4  21534 4  31524 4  13524 4  23514 4  32514
42513 4 52413 4 12453 3 42153 4 —►52143 4 12543
21543 4 41523 3 51423 4 21453 3—y 41253 4 51243
15243 4 25143 4 45123 3 15423 _4^ 25413 4 45213
54213 4 14253 3—y 24153 4 54123 3—y 14523 4 24513
34512 4  54312 4  45312 4  35412 4  53412 4  43512 
13542 4  31542 4  51342 4  15342 4  35142 4  53142 
43152 4  13452 4  31452 4  41352 4  14352 4  34152 
54132 4  45132 4  15432 4  51432 4  41532 4  14532
24531 4  34521 4  54321 4  24351 4  34251 4  54231 
45231 4  25431 4  35421 4  45321 4  25341 4  35241
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53241 -4 43251 23451 A  53421 43521 - i  23541
32541 4  42531 52431 -4 32451 42351 - i  52341
Em bedding fault to leran t ring in the  above base ring of 6 5  for various cases following the
base ring.
1 . If any of the interm ediate nodes say 12354 is faulty in a particular S3, then  the  entry 
node 52314 and the  exit node 25314 are shorted avoiding the remaining nodes in th a t 
S3. From then  on the base ring is followed.
2. If any of the en try  nodes say 35214 is faulty, back track four links to  a node in previous 
S3. Use the same dimension(link) which was used from exit node of this S 3 to  go to 
the fault en try  node of the next S3.
35214 ^ ^ z / o u r - l i n k s  2 1 3 5 4  _3^ g ^
Then follow the base ring. In this case the num ber of nodes wasted is 6 .
3. If exit node of any S 3 say 25314 is faulty, back track three links and use the  link 
(dimension x)  which is used to  go from the exit node of this S 3 to  the en try  node of 
the next S3.
25314 ^ ^ a c k - th r ^ - l in k .  21354 31254
Follow the base ring. In this case the num ber of nodes wasted is 6 . If 31254 is also 
faulty, then back track to  21354 and go forward two links to  15324 and use the link x.
15324 35124
Follow the base ring. If 35124 is also faulty the algorithm  fails.
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5 .1 .6  Fault T olerant M esh  E m bedd ing
T he problem  of m esh em bedding in s ta r graph is considered in [3]. O ther embeddings 
involving Cayley graphs are considered in [3, 39, 5]. the results obtained in [3] are as 
follows:
1. (n — l)-dim ensional n x ( n - l ) x . . . x 3 x 2  mesh can be embedded in S n with unit 
expansion and dilation 3.
2. Any two dimensional m esh k \  X k 2 can be embedded in the s ta r graph with unit 
expansion and dilation 3, where k\ x &2 =  n!
3. Em bedding a  2 X ti!/2  m esh in to  S n w ith unit expansion and dilation.
For all these embeddings since expansion is 1 and dilation is larger th an  1, some of the 
vertices are used as in term ediate nodes for m any different pairs of adjacent nodes in the 
original mesh. This leads to  congestions and delays in com m unication. In all the above 
embeddings the in term ediate nodes play an im portan t role in a faulty environm ent. If these 
nodes fail to  work the whole mesh collapses, since each node can be an interm ediate node 
for as m any as (n  — 2) pairs of adjacent nodes. In the mesh shown in Figure 5.5, which is 
generated according to  em bedding 1, the node 2134 is adjacent to  2314 and node 3241 is 
adjacent to  4231. B ut, in th e  original s ta r(S 4 ) 1234 is interm ediate to the  above adjacent 
nodes. It is easy to  see th a t,  every node in the original 6 4  is interm ediate to  two pairs of 
adjacent nodes in the mesh. Hence if any node in the S4 fails the whole mesh collapses. 
In the following discussion we show em bedding of two-dimensional meshes, which follow 
from the result of em bedding of an H -path/cycle in a s ta r graph. Using this result, a fault 
to lerant m ethod for em bedding a  two-dimensional mesh is formulated.
L e m m a  5 .3 . A two dim ensional mesh (n l /d ) x d can be embedded into S n with unit 
expansion and dilation d, where 1 <  d  < n.
Proof- T he proof follows from  the  embedding of H -cycle/path in a s ta r graph, S n .
The em bedding can be done by dividing the  H-path into n \/d  linear arrays each of length 
d contiguous nodes in the H -path. Each of these arrays can then be viewed as a  row in the 
(n \ jd ) x d mesh which is formed w ith above linear arrays such th a t the last node of array 
i is adjacent to  the first node of array  i + 1 , where 2  <  i <  n \/d .
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1432 2431 3421 4321
24131423 3412 4312
1342 2341 3241 4231
1324 2314 3214 4213
1243 2143 3142 4132
21341234 3124 4123
Figure 5.5: An example of 4 x 3 X 2 mesh in 5,i[3].
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W hen i =  d = 1 the resultant mesh is the H -path itself. T he examples of the arrays th a t 
can be em bedded in an 6 4  are shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. This sort of embedding is 
useful in a  faulty  environm ent. T he fault to leran t meshes can be em bedded using Lemma 
5.3, by first em bedding fault to lerant H-cycles(-paths) in the s ta r  graph, which can be 
obtained using the  single-fault, double-fault, and multiple- fault models. In the above 
em bedding the link/edge congestion is not considered.
1234 3124 4321 3241 2431 1423 2143 4213 3412 4132 1342 2314
2143 1324 2341 4231 3421 4123 1243 2413 1432 3142 4312 3214























Figure 5.8: A 6  X 4 mesh with dilation 4.
C hapter 6
Em bedding fault-tolerant rings in 
Pancake graph (Pn)
6.1 C onstruction  o f  th e  H -paths
In this chapter, an algorithm  to  form an H -path  between identity  node, and the node which 
is obtained by the n th  flip of the identity  node is presented. The H -path constructed, 
basically visits all n Pn_ is  in a particu lar order. Again in every P„_i all the (n -  2) Pn_2s 
are visited one after the  o ther and so on. T hus, the H -path  constructed visits all jjf P4s in 
a  particu lar order. All the  P4s have entry and exit nodes th rough  which they are connected 
in the H -path. An H-cycle can be formed by joining the  end nodes of the above H-path, 
which are adjacent. This ring is used as the base ring in em bedding fault-tolerant ring in 
P n . The algorithm  is preceded by form ation of H -path in a  P 5 , using which the general case 
for P„ is derived.
6 .1.1  Form ation o f H -path  in a P5
An H -path can be formed between identity  node 12345 and the  node 54321. The node 
54321 can be obtained by applying generator n  to  the identity  node. Let us assume the
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p a th  can be formed as follows.
1 2 3 4 5 ^ 4 3 2 1 5 -  5 1 2 3 4 ^ 3 2 1 5 4 - 4 5 1 2 3 ^ 2 1 5 4 3  -  34512"4 "' 1 5 4 3 2 -
2 3 4 5 1 ^ 5 4 3 2 1
It can be seen th a t, th e  sub-pancakes x x x x 5 , xxxxA , x x x x 3 ,x x x x 2 ,  and x x x x l  are vis­
ited  in order. T he bias of the p a th  in each P 4 is 4, and in each Pi is i. Since biases of all 
the  p a ths in all the  P 4 S is 4, the  same link or generator sequence can be utilized to  form  a 
p a th  w ithin each of these P 4 S.
H-path in a P 4 between adjacent nodes separated by link 4: It is enough to  get the 
link sequence for forming the ham iltonian p a th  between the  nodes 1234 and 4321, keeping in 
view the  node sym m etry of the pancake graph. T he H -path  can be formed as follows(refer 
to  Figure 6.1).
1 2 3 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 4 3 2 1
T he above link sequence can be used to  form the H -path in the P 4 S visited in the  form ation 
of the  H -path in P5. Hence a H -path can be formed between 12345 and 54321. Connecting 
these two nodes through link 5 results in a H-cycle in P5.
6 .1 .2  G eneralization  o f th e  approach to  Pn
Similar to  the  s ta r graph, the hierarchy of the pancake is employed to  form the H -path 
between two adjacent nodes. T he H -path basically visits the nodes of n disjoint P n_ is  in 
Pn-
L e m m a  6 .1 . In any pancake P^, (fc <  n ), starting  from the identity  node, all the P jt- is  
can be visited by applying the  link sequence (k  -  1 , followed by generator [k -  1 ].
W here the superscript ( k — 1), is the repetition factor of link sequence (k -  1, k).
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1234 4321
Figure 6.1: H -path/cycle in a P4
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Proof: Let link sequence (n  — l ,n )  be applied to  the identity node 1234...n  in a  Pn . The 




1 2 3 ........................  (n  — 2) (n  — 1) n
(n  — 1) (n  — 2) (n  — 3)   2 1 n
n  1  2    ( « - 3 )  (n  -  2 ) (n  -  1)
(n  — 2) (n  — 3) (n  — 4)   1 n  (n  — 1)
(n  — 1) n  1 ........................ (n  — 4) (n  -  3) (n — 2)
(n  — 3) (n  — 4) (n  -  5) ........................ n (n  — 1) (n  — 2)
(n  — 2) (n  -  1) n  .......................................(n  — 5) (n  -  4) (n  — 3)
(n  — 4) (n  — 5) (n  -  6 ) ........................ (n  — 1) (n  -  2) (n  — 3)
(n  — 3) (n  -  2) (n  -  1) ........................ (n  -  6 ) (n — 5) (n  -  4) -
n—1
Exam ining the  nodes obtained, it can be clearly seen th a t Pn- i s  are being visited in 
the order x n~1n , x n~1(n -  l ) , x n_1(n -  2),a;n-1(n  -  3), and so on. T he dashed lines in the 
above m atrix  separate P n- i s  visited. The symbols underlined in the node perm utations,
represent the subpancakes the nodes belong to. Node 123...... (n -  2)(n  — l)n , is the entry
node and node (n  — 1 )(n  — 2)(n  — 3)...... 21n, is the exit node of subpancake x n~l n.
Let us examine the exit nodes of x n~1n, x n~1( n —l) ,  x n~l ( n - 2), and x n~l ( n —3), in th a t 
order, after applying the link sequence (n  — l ,n )  four times. The symbols in these nodes are 
being shifted cyclically to  the left s tarting  from (n  -  l ) (n  -  2)(n  — 3).......21n to  the exit node
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of a:n - 1 ( n - 3 ) ,  which is ( n - 4 ) ( n - 5 ) ( n - 6 )  (n  — l ) ( n - 2 ) ( n - 3 ) .  Hence the exit node of
the subpancake after applying the link sequence (n  — 1 , n ) for ( n - 1 ) tim es, should be of the
form ln (n  -  l ) ( n -  2 )...... 432 following th e  left cyclic ro tation . Note th a t we actually  reach
the entry node of the  last subpancake(Pn_ i) ,  after the application of link sequence (n  -  1) 
times. B ut, here we are examining only the exit nodes of the pancakes visited. Therefore
the entry node of the  final Pn_ i visited will be 234 (n  — 2)(n -  l ) n l .  Applying the  last
generator n — 1 we reach the exit node which is n ( n -  l ) ( n  — 2)....4321. I t  is easy to  see th a t 
the last Pn- i s  visited are x n~12 and a;n -1 l  in th a t  order. Hence applying the  link sequence 
(n  -  l , n )  for (n  -  1 ) times followed by the  link n  -  1  s ta rtin g  from the  identity  node we
visit all the Pn_ is , in the  order x n~1n , x n~1(n -  l ) ,a :n -1 (n  -  2 ) ,x n -1 (n  — 3 ) , ......, x n~12,
and £ n - 1 l .  The exit node of the last subpancake visited is adjacent to  th e  identity  node, 
separated by link n. Connecting these two nodes, an H-cycle is form ed.□
Since, in each Pn- i  visited, the exit and en try  nodes are separated by n — 1 , all the 
Pn- 2S within it can be visited recursively using the  Lemma 6.1. Thus all the nodes of the 
Pn can be visited forming a H -path ( refer to  the form ation of H -path in P 5 ).
Algorithm for formation of H -path/cycle in Pn : A sequence of generators(links) 
called pancake code is defined for form ation of H -path in a  Pn. Using this code all the 
nodes of a Pn can be visited starting  from any node. According to  Lem m a 6.1, in a Pn 
all the disjoint copies of P„_i can be visited w ith the link sequence (n  — l,rc)(n *) ,71— 1 
starting  from identity  node. W here the superscript {n — 1 ) is the repetition  factor of the 
sequence (n — l ,n ) .  In this sequence each n  — 1  is the bias for the H -path w ithin each Pn- \ -
D e fin itio n : Let gn- \  be the pancake code or the sequence of generators(links) for forming 
a H -path between the end nodes with the bias n — 1 in each P „_ i.
Then according to  Lem m a 6.1, the generator sequence for formation of H -path in a Pn is: 
9n =  (5n-l,TC)(n-1\ 071-1
It is easy to obtain gn- \  in the light of Lem m a 6.1.
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The procedure for generation o f pancake code for Pn :
P ancode(n )
{
92 =  2 ;
<73 — 2 — 3 — 2 — 3 — 2;
k  =  5 3 ', fo r (m  =  1, m  < n  -  3, +  +  m )
{
j  = i + m;
9i+m = ( k , j y  .
k  ~  9i+m \
}
r e tu r n (k );
}
T he expression (<7,-+m =  implies th a t, the sequence (k , j ) is repeated ( j  -  1 )
tim es followed by k.
Example 6.1.: Consider the form ation of pancake code <75, for P5. We know th a t g3, 
for P3 is 2-3-2-3-2.
94 =  93 -  4 -  gz — 4 — <73 — 4 -  gz
= 2 —3 —2 —3 —2 —4 —2 —3 —2 —3 - 2 —4 —2 - 3 - 2 —3 —2 - 4 - 2 - 3 - 2 —3 —2 
<75 =  94 -  5 -  p4  -  5 -  p 4 — 5 — g4 -  5 -  gA
T he H -path/cycle formed in a P5, using the above pancake code s tarting  from the identity 
node 12345 is as follows.
12345 21345 31245 ^  13245 23145 32145
41235 ^  14235 24135 42135 12435 21435
34125 43125 13425 31425 41325 ̂  14325
23415 32415 42315 24315 34215 43215
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51234 4  15234 4  25134 4  52134 4  12534 4  21534 4 
35124 4  53124 4  13524 4  31524 4  51324 4  15324 -4 
23514 4  32514 -4 52314 4  25314 -4 35214 -4 53214 -4 
12354 -4 21354 -4 3 1 2 5 4  -4 1 3 2 5 4  -4 23154 -4 3 2 1 5 4  -4
45123 4  5 4 1 2 3  -4 14523 -4 41523 4  51423 -4 15423 -4 
24513 -4 42513 -4 52413 -4 25413 -4 45213 -4 54213 -4 
12453 -4 21453 -4 41253 -4 14253 -4 24153 -4 42153 4 
51243 -4 15243 -4 25143 -4 52143 -4 12543 -4 21543 -4
34512 -4 43512 4  53412 -4 35412 -4 45312 -4 54312 -4 
13452 -4 31452 -4 41352 -4 14352 -4 34152 4  43152 4 
51342 4  15342 4  35142 4  53142 4  13542 4  31542 4 
45132 4  54132 4  14532 4  41532 4  51432 4  15432 4
23451 4  32451 4  42351 4  24351 4  34251 4  43251 4 
52341 4  25341 4  35241 4  53241 4  23541 4  32541 4 
45231 4  54231 4  24531 4  42531 4  52431 4  25431 4 
34521 4  43521 4  53421 4  35421 4  45321 4  54321 4
6.2 Fault-T olerant E m bedding o f  R ings
In the previous section, we have discussed an algorithm  for form ation of H -path/cycles in 
a Pn . Following this algorithm , the H -path/cycle traverses all the P4s in a particular 
order. In each P4 visited, all the P 3 S are visited recursively. This H -path/cycle is utilized in
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em bedding fault-tolerant rings in presence of single and m ultiple faulty nodes. Similar to  the 
em bedding in s ta r graph, we form a  base ring which is the  H -path/cycle constructed using 
th e  algorithm  in the previous section. In th is base ring , we locally reconfigure the pa th  in a 
P 4 which contains the faulty node. In the case of single-, double-node failures, it is assum ed 
th a t the faulty  nodes are present in one of the interm ediate P 4 S. T he reconfiguration of the 
p a th  in these P 4 S is similar to  th a t  of the s ta r  graphs.
In the presence of single faulty  node, the  pa th  can be reconfigured as follows (refer to  
th e  Figure 6.2).
1234 — 3 — 4 — 2 — 3 - 4 - 2  — 3 — 2 — 4 — 2 — 3 — 4 - 2  — 3 — 4 — 3 — 2 - 3  — 2 - 3  — 4 — 2 — 4321 
It is clear th a t  the length of H -path/cycle formed is of length (n! -  1). This is due to  the 
non b ip artite  nature of the pancake.
In the presence of double faults the analysis is complex since the pancake is not b ipartite  
and edge transitive. One of the  possible reconfigured pa ths in the presence of two faults is 
shown in Figure 6.3. It shows th a t  the length of H -path formed can be (n\ — 2). B ut, this 
is no t the  case always, since it depends on the  positions of th e  faults and the the  num ber 
of ways the  pancake can be partitioned . T he pancake can be partitioned  only in one way, 
which is a  restriction on m apping the faults into o ther nodes. The diam eter of pancake 
is still an open problem. Therefore the following d istribu ted  algorithm  can be utilized to  
em bed a  ring, when the faults are m ore th an  one.
6.2 .1  D istr ib u ted  a lgorith m  for em b ed d in g  fau lt-to lerant rings
According to  the algorithm presented for form ation of H -path/cycle in a Pn, all the P 4s 
are visited in a particular order. In each P 4  all the P 3 S are visited one after the other. We 
have seen th a t  this H -path/cycle has been used as the  base ring, for em bedding rings in 
th e  presence of single- and m ultiple-faults previously. The same base ring is used in this 
algorithm  in the  presence of (n — 2 ) faulty nodes.





Figure 6.3: Reconfigured H -path  in a  P 4 , in presence of two faulty nodes
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Node 4
Node 2 Node 1
Exit node Entry node
Node 3
Figure 6.4: D istributed  em bedding of fau lt-to leran t ring.
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In the base ring all the subpancakes are connected in the  form of a cycle through their 
en try  and exit nodes. It is assumed th a t the entry and exit nodes of all the P 4 S visited are 
fault-free, because of the robust interconnections in a  Pn . The algorithm  is similar to th a t 
o f the  d istributed algorithm  in the s ta r graph.
The algorithm for forming the fault tolerant ring:
1. Follow the base ring (refer to  Figure 6.4).
2. If  any of the nodes of any P 3  o ther than  entry and exit nodes are faulty, short the 
exit and entry nodes and follow the base ring.
3. If the entry node of any P3  is faulty back track four links. Since this leads to  the 
node, which is adjacent to  a node in the P 3  w ith the  faulty node. Short these two 
nodes and follow base ring.
4. If the exit node of any P 3  is faulty, back track th ree links to  reach node 2 which has 
an adjacent node (1) in next P 3 . Short these two nodes and follow the base ring. If 
node 1 is also faulty back track  to  2 and go forw ard two links to  node 3 and short 3 
and 4. If node 4 is also faulty the algorithm  fails.
E x a m p le  6 .2  Embedding fault-tolerant ring in P 5 : In Exam ple 6.1., a  base ring is formed 
in P 5 . In this ring each line represents a P 3  visited. Every four lines grouped together 
represent a  P 4 . The underlined nodes represent the en try  and exit nodes of all the P 3 S 
visited.
1. If any of the interm ediate nodes say 15234 is faulty in a particu lar P 3 , then the  entry 
node 51234 and the exit node 21534 are shorted avoiding the remaining nodes in th a t 
P 3  and from then on the base ring is followed.
2. If any of the entry nodes say 35124 is faulty, back track four links to  a node in previous 
P 3 . Use the same dimension(link) which was used from exit node of this P 3  to  go to  
the fault entry node of the next P 3 .
35124 2 5 1 3 4  3 1 5 2 4
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Then follow the  base ring. In this case the num ber of nodes wasted is 6 .
3. If exit node of any P 3  say 21534 is faulty, back track  three links and use the link 
(dimension x ) which is used to go from the  exit node of this P 3  to  the  en try  node of 
the next P 3 .
o - i r o /4 backtrack—t h r e e —l in k s  4 0 rrtA21534 — > 25134 — ► 31524
In this case the num ber of nodes wasted is 6 . If 31524 is also faulty  then  back track 
to  25134 and go forward two links to  12534 and use the link x.
15324 ^  23514
If 23514 is also faulty  the algorithm  fails.
Following this algorithm , the  m aximum num ber of nodes wasted including faulty node 
for a  single faulty  node is 6 . This algorithm  is easy to  im plement in a Pn , since there is a 
definite link repetition  (pancake code) in th e  base ring.
In comparison with the s ta r  graph, the pancake graph has topological restrictions such 
as unknown diam eter, non-b ipartite  natu re , edge non-transitivity, and lack of flexibility in 
partitioning in to  graphs of lower order. Due to these reasons, it does no t appear possible to  
prove the ham iltonicity of clustered pancake, in order to  embed rings and arrays in presence 
of faults, which can be confined to  a  particu lar subpancake.
C hapter 7
C onclusions and Future D irections
Perform ance of any connected network in the presence of faults is essential in a real time 
situation. A connected network should be able to  recover from faults by reconfiguring itself 
for interprocess com m unication with little  degradation in perform ance. For certain classes 
of applications the  existing network topology should be able to  sim ulate o ther types of 
topologies so th a t the application can be accomplished with little  overhead. Embedding is 
one of the approaches to  the above problem . T he main contribution of this work is finding 
or em bedding a  fault tolerant H -path/cycle in the presence of /  ( /  <  n  — 2) faults in s ta r 
and pancake based networks.
S ta r  g ra p h s :  M ethods for em bedding H -cycle/path in presence of single, double, and 
m ultiple faults are form ulated. These form ulations are based on an algorithm  following 
which, H-cycle or p a th  can be constructed  in a  s ta r network. T he length of the  m aximum 
size ring th a t can be embedded in presence of a single fault is shown to be (n! -  2 ), which is 
optim al. In the presence of two faults, the  length of the ring is shown to  be either (n! -  2) 
or (n! — 4) depending on the distance between the faults. However, when there are multiple 
faults, the em bedding is shown to be optim al with the ring size equal to  (n ! — 2 / ) ,  with 
certain  probable assum ptions.
The fact th a t  it is always possible to  embed an H -path, between two nodes at an odd
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distance in the s ta r graph , was used to prove the ham iltonicity of the clustered-star graph. 
This interesting property  of the  clustered sta r is employed to  embed H -path /cycle in the 
presence of multiple faults. This type of embedding is efficient as long as the faulty  nodes 
can be contained in a  sm allest substar, which can contain them . For instance if faults can 
be contained in an S m, then  it is shown th a t it is possible to  have a ring of length (n! — m l) 
embedded in the star. The ring embedding in a faulty  s ta r as described here entails a  general 
fault setting can be im proved for special cases. For instance if faults can be contained in a 
set of k S m~i ’s (k < m ), then it is possible to  have a  ring of length n\ — k { m — 1 )! embedded 
in the star.
A simple d istributed algorithm  is presented in chapter 5, for multiple faults. The al­
gorithm  works under the  assum ption th a t the en try /ex it nodes of all the 5 4 s visited are 
fault-free. Following this algorithm , for every faulty  node, five more healthy nodes are 
wasted in the form ation of a  ring.
Based on the fault to lerant embeddings of rings, a  variety of 2 -dimensional meshes with 
different dilations are generated. I t can be easily seen th a t these meshes are fau lt to leran t, 
since these are formed w ith only healthy nodes of the s ta r graph. D istributed em bedding 
algorithm s enhance the efficiency of these mesh generations.
P a n c a k e  g ra p h s : In C hapter 6 , a  constructive proof for ham iltonicity of pancake is pre­
sented. In this, an algorithm  for obtaining a sequence of generators called pancake code has 
been formulated. Following this pancake code, all the  nodes of a Pn can be visited forming 
a  H-cycle. This H-cycle visits all the  (*jf) P 4 S in a  particu lar order.
Using the above H-cycle as the base ring, it shown th a t  in the  presence of a  single-node 
failure a  ring of length (n! -  1) can be formed in a  P n . T he sam e base ring is utilized in 
embedding a  fau lt-to lerant ring in the presence of m ultiple faults. A distributed algorithm  
is presented to embed the fault tolerant ring, using which, for every faulty node a t most 
five other healthy nodes are wasted in the form ation of a  ring. Similar to  the s ta r  graph, 
this algorithm works under the assum ption th a t all the  en try  and exit nodes of all P 4 S are 
fault free.
In general, embedding of H -path/cycle in the presence of m ultiple faults is complex.
This is due to  the robust interconnections in the s ta r  and pancake graphs. A part from this, 
the pancake is a non-bipartite and non-edge transitive graph. It renders itself to  partitioning 
in only single dimension (n th  dimension). A possible extension of this work is to  devise 
optim al d istributed  em bedding algorithm s, where a given num ber of faults are present.
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